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Phil Brown of Northleigh Close

describes himself as 'a proud

Yorkshire man from the steel

city of Sheffield'. He studied Fine

Art Sculpture and Printmaking

at Hallam University in the

1960s and played bass guitar in a

semi-professional rock band. 

He moved to London

in 1973, completed an art

teachers' post graduate course

at Hornsey College of Art and

Design, and has taught art in

Maidstone for 39 years. He

currently teaches part-time in a

local high school. 

'Working with children

fires my enthusiasm and delays

the onset of old age', he says. 'In

the 1970s I produced large

stainless steel and kinetic

sculptures, including several

commissions for public

buildings, which reflected the

industrial elements of a large

steel producing city. 

'When I moved to

Maidstone in 1974 I found life

radically different to the north.

The beer was flat and

expensive, you couldn't buy

mushy peas or have gravy with

your chips - and nobody could

understand my dialect! 

'Teaching was quite a

steep learning curve and tended

to stifle my personal creative

development'. 

While living in Loose

for 33 years Phil has slowly

become accustomed to a

different way of life and has

started producing etchings and

watercolours, mainly as a hobby.

He has spent recent years

developing his water colour

landscapes, heavily influenced by

the quirky organic landscape

and architecture of Loose village

and the surrounding area. 

He contributes his

work to raise money for charity,

takes part in Loose Church

Heritage Group's art

exhibitions in aid of the steeple

restoration fund, and exhibits

his local water colours at

Nucleus Arts, Gabriel's Hill.

'One of my sixth form

students was exhibiting at

Nucleus', said Phil. 'I paid a visit

and was enthused by the

concept of the gallery and the

warmth of the staff and

volunteers   and the fact that

the student had actually sold

some of his work.

'When I was teaching

full time it was often exhausting.

Producing my own work felt a

bit like a busman's holiday. On

my semi-retirement my partner

Sue could see the potential

advantage of me painting rather

than getting under her feet and

was full of enthusiasm and

encouragement for the idea, so I

signed up.

'Working to deadlines

has been very good for me. I

doubt I would have

rediscovered my enthusiasm for

painting without Nucleus. The

concept of the gallery is

inspirational to many local

artists and something that has

been missing from Maidstone

for a long time.

'I hope to continue to

develop my expertise and

extend my work by producing

water colour portraits and

develop a web site'.

Phil is inspired by the

beauty of Loose and by walking

through Loose Valley. 'It is hard

to imagine that you are only a

mile or so from the town’, he

said. 'I love using water colour

and have studied many

traditional and experimental

artists. I enjoy the accidental

nature of the medium and feel

exhilarated if it works. 

'I am interested in the

development of British pop art,

in particular the work of Peter

Blake, as it represents an era

that had a big influence on my

personal development'. 

Old Loose Hill (below) and Church
House (left), by Phil Brown.
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This house, listed Grade II, is much older

than it appears, parts pre-date 1600 (writes
Molly G Proctor). It faces an ancient track,

Kirkdale, which in the opinion of a former

curator of Maidstone Museum was probably

the way used to take stone from local

quarries to the Medway at Tovil thus

avoiding any steep inclines.

The original bed of the Loose

stream flows through the garden.

Next door is part of Loose corn

mill (rebuilt c.1815 and now Brooklyn) and

once owned by the Dean and Chapter of

Canterbury Cathedral. Both properties are

enclosed by a continuous ragstone wall. In

1570 William Lambarde recorded the mill

and its store. A map, 1761, shows the 4-

storey mill and the store, the latter is now

part of The Dairy House. The ground floor

of the store was built of stone, with a door

to the north, height 5ft 6 in. (1.68m) under a

massive oak beam. A ladder went to the first

floor, height 8ft. 11in. (2.72m) and another

ladder to the room under the roof, height

5ft 6in (1.68m). A farthing, 1608, was found

nearby.

It is not known where the miller

lived but drinking water came from a dip

well (see photo 1), there was a legal right-of-

way for the miller to get water until the

mains came to the village. The gate on the

path is still there. Sometime after 1761 the

store was doubled in size and made into a

house. The ground floor became a kitchen

(2) with a large inglenook fireplace (almost

demolished) and a stone bread oven one

wall of which remains. This was built with

'galletting', i.e. small pieces of stone inserted

into the mortar for added strength (3). The

other room downstairs was the parlour. Its

corner fireplace (4) has an unusual curved

back (noted by English Heritage). Next to

the fireplace is a small square recess

between two beams. When recently

exposed there was an oak lining but it never

had a door, the use is unknown. The ladder

was replaced by a staircase with a door at

the bottom and a small barred window at

the top. The staircase (5) is panelled, most

unusual in a cottage and probably came from

another property (noted by English

Heritage). There were two bedrooms on the

first floor and a third to the top of the store

Parts of the house are more than 400
years old. In its time it has been a
miller’s store; the home and
workplace of a blacksmith, a beer
seller, a greengrocer, and a dairyman;
and, since the 1950s, a private
residence.

1 The dip well and the path to the mill. 2This ground floor room was formerly a kitchen. 3 The ‘galleting’, once part of a bread oven.
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but the other space under the roof had no

window or floorboards.

Beyond the parlour were further

buildings used as another cottage. It may

have been built at the same time or later.

On the outside, to the right of the

present front door is a large recess from the

top of one window to the sill above. It was

never an opening as the large beam goes

right across it. A possible suggestion was it

was painted to look like a window to match

the new one in the parlour to make the

house fashionably symmetrical (6).

Early Deeds concern the lease and

release of a cottage and blacksmith's forge

on July 17 1826 between William Garden

Peene and Samuel Udale Peene to William

Skinner and Hannah Randall. In the 1837

Tithe Awards it was occupied by Thomas

Skinner, blacksmith and Mrs Skinner, beer

seller. The above map shows two detached

cottages near Bridge Street, one has

disappeared but the other was near the

junction with Church Street, the stone

hearth is still under a lawn.

The buildings used by the

blacksmith were to the north and west, a

post vice remains in a corner of the cart

shed in the yard. Beer was sold in the front

room of the cottage, reached by a gate from

Kirkdale, a photograph c.1890 shows a

licence board above the door. 

This cottage had a small window

next to the front door, and extensions on

the south and west, the brick floor of one is

under a lawn, traces of the other roof could

be seen pre-1970. When re-decorating then

a second fireplace was discovered in the

sitting room with the ashes of the last fire

still in the grate and a large pot hook above.

It is probable the large room had been

divided into two.

Blacksmiths have left several

examples of their work in the house

including the pot hook, bars on the stair

window, iron bars to support brick arches in

the fireplaces and elegant wrought iron

hinges and bolts on the door in the old

kitchen.

In 1857 the property passed from

W. Hunt to Alfred Allnutt (or Allnaut) and

then to Hackett Hodsell. The miller was J.

Antrum. In 1882 Mr Antrum bought his mill

and the two properties ceased to be owned

jointly, however the land surrounding them

has altered several times including a large

area which had belonged to the mill and

became part of Kirkdale Dairy c.1920 for

£20.

During the nineteenth century two

schemes (above) threatened The Dairy

House with demolition.  Loose Hill was

getting very difficult for large wagons etc.,

various solutions were suggested including a

new road that went close to the church and

through this house. However, Thomas

Telford's plan to build a road with a viaduct

and by-pass the valley was accepted and

opened in 1829. In 1856 there was a

proposal to construct a light railway from

Boughton Quarries to the Medway at Tovil

which also needed the house to go. It was

discussed at such length that eventually it

was not viable as insufficient stone

remained.

William French, a grocer and beer

retailer lived at Rose House (as the house

was then known) in 1882.

From Deeds belonging to

Brooklyn in 1886 The Rose beerhouse was

sold by James Hackett Hodsoll to Albert

Frederick Style for £830 (Winch joined the

brewery later). William Harris, tenant, paid

£23 p.a. rent and John Harris was the

blacksmith. A photograph c.1920 (8) shows a

large painted sign above the front door: 'The

Rose, Style and Winch'. The entrance is

reached from a gate in Kirkdale by a path

under an arch of hops with benches at the

side.

About 1900 the tenant beer seller

was Henry Spong Norton and here lies a

scandal! Henry's mother was illegitimate,

4 Corner fireplace and curious recess. 5 The panelled staircase. 6 The recess above the window.
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her father was Thomas Nash Spong a

wealthy Maidstone solicitor who lived in

Mote Road. When she married Mr Norton

she had her revenge and added Spong to her

children's surname - hence Henry Spong

Norton.

Just before the First World War

new laws were passed to limit the sale of

alcohol to certain premises. Many inns and

beer houses could not comply and closed,

including The Rose. It was sold for £185 to

Thomas Randall and T R Skinner but

remained unoccupied. During the years

bottled beer was sold dozens of empties

had been buried upside down as an edging

to paths but they made lawns difficult to

mow. They were all removed unbroken in

the 1970s.

For a short time it was let to Mr

Bray, a wholesale greengrocer with eleven

children. Even then you could not do what

you liked in Loose. Mr Bray built some steps

up to Bridge Street without permission and

had to remove them!

Mr Tomsett lived in Florence

House, Bridge Street and had a small milk

round supplied by a farm in Boughton

Monchelsea. In 1920 Mr Tomsett bought The

Rose house with its yard and outbuildings

and expanded his business. A milk float was

kept in the cart shed and the horse in the

stable, he also had a small hand cart holding

one churn at Hawthorn Stores (near the

school). 

To keep the milk cool the dip well

was enlarged to hold three churns which

could be raised and lowered using a chain

and pulley housed under a wooden roof. The

ground floor of the old store and the large

ragstone and weatherboard lean-to

extension were used for his business -

Kirkdale Dairy. 

Two Victorian measures stamped

V.R. are still in the house. Gerald Quinnell,

until recently living at The Change, Old

Loose Hill, began work here as a boy

washing bottles and remained a milkman all

his life. Miss Kember, Vine Cottage, Well

Street, worked here every day after school

scrubbing the floors for 1s.6d. (7½p) a

week. Sometime in the 1930s a massive

refrigerator (Drake and Fletcher Maidstone)

was installed.

Between 1920-50 Mr and Mrs

Tomsett lived here with a son and daughter,

the lad was photographed in front of a

porch (9), which came from Shernolds,

Loose Road. Mr Tomsett made a bathroom

upstairs with a bath and waste pipe but no

water. This had to be heated in the copper in

the dairy and carried up in cans with the

cold, when all the family had bathed the bath

could be emptied by gravity. The privy in the

garden was quite primitive but when

sewerage came to the village it was

connected but it never had a water supply.

Kirkdale Dairy was sold in 1950

and the following year the property was

sold for £1,200 to C J Douch who needed a

mortgage of £600. It was renamed Almery

Cottage. The house was in a very dilapidated

state with the south end collapsing and was

in need of urgent restoration using new

beams inside and out and additional

brickwork. Charlie Douch put a bathroom

in downstairs using part of the inglenook

space, it was very narrow but had a toilet,

wash basin and a bath with a geyser, the only

way to get in and out of the bath was over

the short end. Hot water was never put into

the narrow kitchen but as Mrs Douch said

"It is so easy to get firewood in the valley

and light the copper".

The front door and window in the

sitting room were replaced by a bay window

and French doors, which overlooked the

garden and church beyond. Rhubarb was

grown to sell.

In 1971, a year after Mr Douch

died it was bought by Ronald and me for

£8,000. I had already begun work on the

garden including planting the cedar deodar

tree. New, larger kitchen and bathroom

were added and the huge refrigerator

removed with difficulty. It was renamed The

Dairy House.

Future owners of this house and

large cottage garden will continue to alter

things just as each family has in the past.

Above: The two fireplaces in the sitting room. 
Top of page: left, the front door and Style and
Winch sign; right, the porch from Shernolds. Above: The Dairy House in 2013.
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Over the years many people have wondered why we have no patron

saint for our parish church at East Farleigh (writes Mollie
Richford). For a very long time 'St Mary's' has been generally used

but this does not seem to be correct.

In common with the patron saint, our medieval records

have also been lost and the answer may have been among them.

There was a 'legend' that they were sent to Trinity College, Dublin,

for safe keeping during the first or second world war. 

The Rev. C J Caley pursued this vigorously but there

seemed to be no knowledge or record of anything relating to East

Farleigh having been deposited in Dublin, together with another

'legend' that the records there had been blown up by dissidents.

Records confirm that there were two shrines or altars in

the church, one to St Andrew and the other to St Thomas of

Canterbury. The picture below right shows one of these shrines, on

a shelf to the left of the pulpit. This was probably St Andrew's shrine

as the picture above the shrine survives, while the cross and other

furnishings have disappeared. 

The shrine of St Thomas may well have been on the other

end of the shelf, near the vestry door. St Thomas of Canterbury is

too late for the church to have been dedicated to him, as is another

suggested contender, St Helena. This may have been due to the area

called St Helen's in the west of the parish. 

St Andrew has no mention other than for the shrine. 

In his book 'Kent', dated 1803, George Clinch stated that

'the dedication of the church is unknown'. People living then would

have known the name of the patron saint, if there was one, from

1750 at the very least.

A letter exists from the Chaplaincy at West Malling,

unfortunately undated and incomplete. Rev A Littlewood (1904) had

asked if research could be made to establish the dedication of the

church.

To sum up the lengthy reply, it was found that there was no

indication in any wills, manorial records or other documents of any

saint being mentioned.

Research of Banns of Marriage books from neighbouring

parishes revealed nothing but the names of the villages, e.g. 'Mary

Smith of East Farleigh' or 'John Smith of Hunton'. A spokesman from

the Diocese said that there was only one other church where the

patron saint was not recorded.

The Lady Chapel

The name 'St Mary's Church, East Farleigh' arose from the

dedication of the Lady Chapel in about 1155 and, at some point in

time, was incorrectly applied to the whole church. 

Pympe's Court at Loose was formerly in the parish of East

Farleigh and this extract is from Samuel Bagshaw's book on Kent:

'John, son of Ralph de Fremingham, gave certain lands to John Pympe

and his heirs male to find a Chaplain in this church, in the chapel of

the Blessed Mary, newly built, to celebrate there for 24 years for the

souls of himself, his wife etc. The said John Pympe paying to the above

chaplain the salary of ten marcs yearly'.

Thereafter the chapel was popularly known as ‘St Mary's’,

‘’’Pimpe's Chapel, ‘Charlton Chapel’ and, in 1827, 'The Blessed Virgin

Mary' when Mrs Maconachie restored the chapel in memory of her

mother, Mrs Ellis. This brings 'St Mary' full circle from 1115 to the

present day. 

This is not a definitive account as further information may

be found but meanwhile the Lady Chapel is 'St Mary' and The Ancient

Parish Church of East Farleigh remains …DEDICATION

UNKNOWN.

East Farleigh’s
lost patron saint
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The church in 2013

The Lady Chapel



The Hayle Place site in Cripple Street, Tovil,

is known to have existed in 1564, when it

was known as 'Le Hayle' (writes Margaret
Chapman). In 1608 it belonged to William

Poste of London, who in 1747 passed it to

his son (also named William), who in turn

conveyed it to Edward Russell in 1800. 

It was William Poste Jnr who in

1763 instigated an avenue of elms planted by

his gardener, Jeremiah Field, and said to

commemorate an Act of Parliament which

provided for the planting of trees in Kent

and Sussex, when the forests had been much

depleted by iron smelting.

Hayle Place was built on the site of

the 'Le Hayle' in the mid 18th century The

early owners were the Beale family; Mary

Beale married William Poste Jnr in 1727,

who sold the house to Walter Jones of

Ireland. He died without issue and George

Marsham, whose mother Elizabeth was a

daughter of Walter Jones, inherited it. 

In June 1914 George sold Hayle

Place to his cousin, Lord Romney, who from

the beginning of the First World War let it

be used as a VAD (Voluntary Aid

Detachment) hospital. 

Terrific gales in January 1915 and

March 1916 brought down many of the

trees on the estate. This followed the loss of

an avenue of limes, cut down in about 1840,

which stood in front of the house. Before

1800 wood from the estate floored the best

bedroom (which became Ward 6 of the

hospital), the drawing room (Ward 2), and

the blue room (Ward 10). 

A double row of horse chestnuts

north of the house commemorated the

return to parliament of 19 Kent MPs at two

successive elections. Nearly all the trees

were planted by the members themselves

and named after their constituencies. On

the lawn there was (and perhaps still is) a

fine specimen of a cork tree rarely seen in

England.

There were two VAD Hospitals in

Maidstone: Hayle Place was 'Kent 14', the

other was 'Kent 12' at the Howard de

Walden Institute. Another, in Mereworth,

sometimes lent staff to Hayle Place for night

duties. The hospitals were part of the

Territorial Force Association and worked in

conjunction with the British Red Cross and

the St John's Ambulance Associations.

George Marsham was a member of the VAD

finance committee and his role was to

ensure that work in the hospitals was

carried out with economy and efficiency,

which was indeed the case.

The hospital published a magazine

from which it is clear that Hayle Place played

an important part in caring for sick and

wounded servicemen; and that they, quite

clearly, appreciated the loving care and

attention afforded to them.

Only trained nurses and heads of

department are listed in the magazine,

including seven doctors. Mrs Wilson Smith

was the Commandant; Mrs Benzie was Lady

Superintendent and Miss Kate Weeks the

Quarter-Master. The hospital diary, though,

pays tribute to some of the local people

who helped: Mrs Walters, who swept and

dusted; the Misses Green who washed dirty

plates; and the hardworking cooks - Mrs

Hannen, Mrs and Miss Lewis, Mrs Livesay,

Miss Fremlin and Miss Shaw. 

Tribute is paid to two ex-officio

members of staff, one being George

Marsham 'the kindest friend and benefactor

of the Hospital, who looks to our

expenditure, and supplies all the deficiencies
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Hayle Place 
in war and peace

Above: 1 Croquet on the lawn at Hayle Place
during the First World War; 2 A cartoon drawn by
one of the patients at the VAD hospital; 3 Portrait
of George Marsham by Hugh T de Glazebrook.



of the establishment from pillows to

croquet sets. Only once did a word of

complaint escape him, and that was after a

raid in Hayle Cottage, wherein we carried

off the red cushion upon which he habitually

rested his head'.

The other member praised was

Marsham's coachman, Edward Gibbins, who

was, apparently, like the good genius of the

Arabian Nights, always ready to do anything

that was asked of him: 'He hurled our flag,

fetched the fish, carried our coals and sang

us songs. He has waited for our washing, and

ignited our incinerator; he has fed - oh yes!

He has fed Ruth and Jessie, who were

purchased at the Great auction Sale on

December 10th, 1915, and now, alas! have

gone the way of all pig flesh'. 

Other local ladies included Mrs

Lilly (cook superintendent), Constance

Marsham, Mabel Balston, Miss Tritton,

Gertrude Thomas and Mrs Cornwallis in the

linen room - to name but a few.

From September 1914 Loose

Swiss Scouts arranged a rota to ensure that

one boy was always on duty from 9am to

8pm at Hayle Place, to help with a variety of

tasks such as chopping

wood, filling coal buckets

and running messages.

Scout leader

Jack Barcham Green

wrote in the troop log;

'Try and always show a

cheerful smile, the poor

wounded men are very

brave. Think of their

country being destroyed

and laid waste by the

terrible enemy; and their

friends and relations,

where are they?'

Entries from the

hospital diary give a brief

timeline of activities. One

entry says; 'May 18th

1915, gas explosion’.

Another says: 'Mrs Lilly Scorches’. And one

other: 'October 5th, Primrose transplanted’.

The entries are scant but the main gist is

recorded.

'We were mobilised on October 13th’, it

says in the hospital diary for 1914. The sleep

of the detachment was much disturbed that

night but when 53 wounded Belgian soldiers

arrived from Folkestone at 10 next morning,

they found everything ready for their

reception. 

On October 24 two Belgians ran

away but were safely returned next day from

Malling Police Station. A further 49 Belgians

arrived shortly afterwards. The maximum

capacity at that time was for 78 patients but

during the year some left for a convalescent

home at Dorking and at the end of the

month a further 27 departed. 

On November 17 the first British

wounded were admitted - 16 men from Fort

Pitt in Chatham, and from that day forth the

British gradually outnumbered the Belgian

element in the Hospital, though the last

seven Belgians (Armand Tresignies, Theophil

Soissons, René Vanden Bossche, Marcel

Hanatiaux, Iuvenal Dernoncourt, Antoine

Schiltz and Florent Vandenbrouck) did not

leave until February 25 1915. With them

closed the first chapter in the hospital

history; probably for excitement and

incident it was never surpassed. 

Several things happened then

which seemed never to happen later. Strange

foreign officials visited; the boiler continually

trembled and threatened to burst; the water

supply failed; there were mysterious thefts

of buttons; and once a patient threw his

soup into the fire and his egg out of the

window. 

The latter was a Belgian who

wrote afterwards to the commandant to

excuse his bad conduct on the plea he had

been so far from home.

February to May 1915 were dull months.

Most of the patients were from local troops

- the London Regiment and the West Kent

Yeomanry, stationed in Maidstone. Their

ailments were of a mild nature and they did

not stay long.  On May 10 Hayle Place took

in 18 men who had been wounded in

France. On June 18 there was another

convoy of 56 men and with them came

some of the worst cases. 

The hospital was very busy for the

next six weeks; 53 men arrived on

September 2 followed in December by

another 49.

On June 22 the diary recorded:

'We had a convoy of 26 patients and on July

3, two days after the Great Advance began,

we had a further convoy  of 46 men'. 

At the beginning of 1916 the

hospital emptied fast and closed down until

April 27, when it was back in business, with

50 men arriving from Preston Hall. Up until

this time, 671 patients, 100 of them Belgians,

had passed through Hayle Place. By July 9

the number of patients in the

hospital reached 800. 

There is much of

interest in the magazine,

including a 'Song of Hayle

Place' by Camille Van

Doorslaer, written in his native

language; a letter from a nurse

on night duty in a London

hospital; an ode to a VAD

nurse; 'notes from the Linen

Room', and much else besides. 

Only one of the

articles bears the name of the

author, probably due to

wartime censorship. Indeed,

the front cover bears an

official stamp of approval, so

perhaps all by-lines were

Censor’s stamp on the hospital magazine.

George Marsham and ‘Bunty’ in the grounds of Hayle Place.

A patient’s sketch of Mrs Wilson Smith,
Commandant of Hayle Hospital.
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eradicated before this approval could be

granted. Here are a few examples:

Hayle Limericks

There are many young women at Hayle,

Who look after soldiers who ail;

They are none of them shirkers,

They are all willing workers,

That fine lot of women at Hayle.

There's a Commandant, dear Mrs Billy,

To criticise her would be silly;

For the censors this verse,

And a sentence adverse

She'd be sure to strike out willy-nilly.

There are two other officers cheery,

Whose rank is the same very nearly;

They go round with smokes,

And crack little jokes

With the patients who lie sick and weary.

There's the father of Hayle, loved thro'

Kent-

Mr Marsham (who else could be meant);

His kind hospitality,

Great liberality,

With much kindly interest are blent.

There is a young woman named Jessie,

Who makes puddings nasty and messy;

She's got in the habit

Of skinning a rabbit,

That dame of the kitchen called Jessie.

There are doctors and nurses and sisters,

Who attend to wounds, bruises and

blisters;

There are cookers and scrubbers,

And cleaners and rubbers,

And a number of other assisters.

The last word should go to whoever it was

who wrote the following rhyme, ‘Lines on

the Closing of the Hospital’, which

incorporates the names of many of the staff: 

The House that once to manly tread

Resounded all day long,

Now silence keeps,

And hushed to rest is Thomas Atkin's 

song

The Weeks will never come again

When all that joyful crew

Tried all they could to paint the place

A vivid scarlet hue.

Now every Ward is empty,

And every bed is void,

And scattered all the gallant men

Who with the Lillys toyed;

The lawn where once they played so hard

Now's nothing but a Bunyard.

Some drill on Moore or by the sea,

But all have one desire,

To sweep all Germany & Coe

Into the line of fire.

So goodbye now to all who helped

To Roe this bark to Shaw (shore)

They all have helped old England

And made it win the war.

The name that's signed to this attempt

Will give away the show,

Why no. I'm Blest: I quite forgot

No one's supposed to know.

So now I put 'Anon' to this,

I'm pleased to do it too,

For after all Watts in a name?

Except to give a clue.

■Hayle Place is now 18 separate

properties, several of which are flats. In

October 1978 Flat 6 hit the headlines with

what was then considered the biggest and

most sophisticated drugs operation ever in

Kent. A machine capable of supplying the

entire demands of British and European

amphetamine pill addicts was found in a

bricked off basement under the flat. But

that's another story.

Hayle Place VAD Hospital, Summer 1915
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Tovil was John’s ‘halfway house’ in the 1940s
From the age of 18 months I lived in

Bockingford and my grandparents, Ernest

and Maggie Webb, lived on Tovil Hill (writes
John M Webb). Their house was a halfway

house for me; I always left my bike there on

my way to school or Maidstone.

I started at Tovil School in the first

week of September 1939 and stayed there

for two years, leaving in January 1942 to go

to Loose School. As a result I knew and

played with all the local lads. I also visited

most if not all of the shops.

Tovil Hill, as it levels out toward

the bottom, was our football field and, in the

summer, our cricket pitch. I cannot

remember breaking any windows but the

ball frequently went over the mill wall. 

One of the lads was Keith Neaves;

his mother had a greengrocery shop on the

hill. A little farther up Lester Lawrence had

an upholstery business. On the corner of

Church Street, opposite the pub, Mrs

Hodges had a grocery shop and also sold

bread. Next door, going up the hill, was the

Post Office (run by Mr and Mrs Beeching),

then came Wright's Coal Yard. Next was

another grocers, Rumins I think, then Mr

Stone's sweet shop, next door to which was

Bridgeland and Cranham, the butchers. 

On the corner of Church Road

was Terry's Stores, a general store. In

Church Street you had Mr Pinn the butcher,

Frouds the fishmongers and Bill Hood the

newsagent. On the left going down the

street there was a small shop, a grocer's I

think, but it changed hands frequently and

eventually closed.

Farther down, on the same side,

were Bill Waite the barber and, opposite the

churchyard, Modern Press the printers. On

the right, past The Victory pub, there was

Watts, a small grocer's cum sweet shop, and

at the bottom of Church Road, next to the

school house, a general store owned by

Ewart Longley.

Going back to the bottom of the

hill, beyond the Rose pub on the left going

up Farleigh Hill, there was a grocer's, a café

and a forge. The blacksmith, essentially a

farrier, was, I think, Mr Bonney. 

Farther up the hill, beyond the

White Horse pub, was Price's sweet shop and

behind the houses on this side of the hill was

Alabaster Passmore, a nationally renowned

fine colour printer - the second largest

employer in Tovil, after A E Reed & Co. 

On the opposite side of the hill 

was Tovil Goods Station. The period that I

am discussing is the 1940s, particularly the

war years, and I remember Tovil Goods

Station well. There was an extensive coal

yard there, supplying the paper mills and the

local coal merchants: Wrights of Tovil, Hoods

of Loose and Kitchenhams of Linton Road

all used the goods yard. 

An abiding memory is of Leaver's

horse drawn coal carts delivering coal to the

mill boiler house on Strawmill Hill, a

distance of no more than 150 yards. It went

on all day with at least six carts. I suspect

there was a similar operation at the back

entrance to Bridge Mill. 

At about 4 o'clock the horses with

their carts returned in procession to their

stables in Lower High Street, Maidstone.

I also remember the transfer of

large reels of paper from Straw Mill (it later

became Tovil Mill) to Reed Corrugated

Cases across the road. These very large

reels, positioned on wheeled bogies, were

pushed across the bottom of Tovil Hill by a

three-man team. There was much less traffic

in those days but it was still a dangerous

operation. The entrance to RCC was higher

than the road, so it was necessary to gain

enough momentum to get up the slope. 

The large reels of paper, stacked at

least two high, left the mill on lorries and I

could not understand why the reels did not

come rolling back down the hill!

My grandfather died in 1955 and

shortly afterwards my grandmother moved

to Westboro. I got married in 1960 and

moved to No 54 Tovil Road, approximately

100 yards from Tovil Hill.
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John Webb as a schoolboy

The railway bridge at Lower Tovil that
carried the branch line from Tovil Goods
Station to the Medway Valley Line.



‘Take a photo of Kent Cottage!',

said Paul Tritton when I told him

I was off to St Helena in the

South Atlantic in October 2011,

on the RMS St Helena's last

scheduled voyage from England

(writes Hilary Hunt). Kent

Cottage was the home of the

Reverend Richard Boys at some

stage during his 19-year tenure

there from 1811 to 1829. He

ended up as incumbent in Loose

- that's the first connection.

Another emerged: the friends

who came with me have an

ancestor who was a Governor.

Remarkably, we discovered Boys

and he were there at the same

time.

Paul's request sparked

my interest. I re-read the late Pat

Jenner's article in 'Loose Threads

10';  talked to Maidstone

Museum about the so-called

Napoleon's chair; scoured the

KCC Reference Library for

books on St Helena; read avidly

here and in the ship's library. I

was increasingly struck that Boys'

name never appeared in the

books about Napoleon, except

when he buried a member of

Napoleon's entourage in the

absence of a Roman Catholic

priest. Elsewhere the focus is on

Boys as a religious man,

committed to education of the

'poor', but irascible and

controversial. I was intrigued to

discover more about his island

life and it developed into quite a

project. My shipboard

companions became interested,

we visited the St Helena Museum

and Archives Department, I

photographed pages in books

unearthed there, I talked to the

French Consul. 

I am sorry to tell

readers that the myths

abounding in Loose about Boys'

contact with Napoleon, the great

enemy and prize prisoner of

Britain, are, as far as I can

ascertain, just that - myths. But

first a little about Kent Cottage. 

Kent Cottage is near

Clay Gut in Half Tree Hollow, a

mile or so down from Plantation

House, where governors lived

and still live, and from the

Country Church where Boys

was incumbent, rebuilt in 1850 as

St Paul's Cathedral. It is

overlooked on one side by a hill

topped by Coleman's Tower, in

the area once known as New

Ground Camp but now called

Sapper Way, and on the other

side by the old High Knoll Fort.

My first views were in a book of

old photographs a former RMS St

Helena purser showed me in the

ship's library. There was the

cottage in 1900-1902 with its

occupants, General Pieter

Arnoldus Cronje, a Boer

prisoner-of-war, and his wife. My

next views were close-up, on a

warm afternoon in October

2011. Main mission

accomplished! But Boys' life had,

in the meantime, been coming to

light.

Born in 1785, Boys died

on February 23 1866, aged 82, in

Loose, where he is buried in the

churchyard with his wife, Agnes,

who died on August 15 1862,

aged 81. His 'St Helena Guardian'

obituary of April 11 1866

recalled his indefatigable

exertions and the incalculable

benefits his work had given to

the island.

Boys arrived in St

Helena in 1811 as junior chaplain

to the Honourable East India

Company (EIC). His appointment

may well have been due to

Charles Grant, a member of the

group of Evangelical Anglicans

which included William

Wilberforce. Hence, perhaps, his

dedication to the religious

education of slaves on St Helena.

My first research stop

on the island was at the museum,

where I found a photo of his wife,

Agnes Boys, inscribed Mrs

Richard Boys (née Graham), wife

of the Rev Richard Boys. Chaplain

St Helena 1811 to 1830.

Presented by her great-

grandchild Margaret Cawston,

Bromley, Kent. Jan 14 1938.

The literature is silent about

Agnes, apart from a brief

mention in a letter written by a

Lt Wood praising Boys and his

wife for their pastoral care of

Christians in the Army and Navy:

'We had meetings in his house

every week frequently

assembling to the number of

twenty; and two days in the week

we used to be there for

breakfast [organized by Agnes no

doubt] ... He made his house a

regular hospital for any of the

Naval Christians when sick, and

both he and dear Mrs Boys (a

true mother in Israel) not only

attended to their bodily wants,

but above all to their souls'.

The St Helena Archives

record seven Boys children. Eliza

Stephenson was buried on

January 16 1813 and as there is

no record of her birth, baptism

or age she was possibly born

before the Boys arrived. A

second Eliza Stephenson,

baptized April 1 1814, was buried

the following day. James Graham,

born August 26 1812 was

baptized on 13 September.

Helena Frances, born February

17 1815, was baptized on 16

April. Sibella Morison, born 8

September 1816, was baptized

on October 26. Their youngest

daughter, Charlotte Farish

Dornford, born on December 1

1821, died on September 4 1854,

aged 32, and is buried in Loose

churchyard with her mother,

father, and Helena, who died on

February 8 1864, aged 49.

Markby Janeiro, born December

1 1819 was baptized on

November 15 1822 - the register

is marked 'previously baptized at

Rio de Janeiro' but without a

date. This surely indicates where

the Boys were during his 1818 to

1820 furlough. Was it then that

the British Minister in Rio de

Janeiro was obliged to send him

away on account of 'his indecent

behaviour when a Catholic

procession was passing by'? 

Boys could be called a

most contradictory character -

committed, dogged in his duty,
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life on St Helena

Title picture: Kent Cottage, Richard and Agnes Boys’ home on St Helena,
pictured c.1900. Above: Agnes and Richard. Below: Kent Cottage,
photographed by Hilary Hunt in October 2011.



esteemed by some, yet 'a sharp thorn in the

sides of the officials and principal inhabitants

of St Helena ... a man of some education, a

strong character, self-opinionated and

sometimes controversial, fearless in his

denunciation of vice, but with a real pastoral

sense'.

He was a founder member of the

Benevolent Society set up by Governor Wilks

in 1814 'to rescue from the trammels of

ignorance and vice, the children of slaves, free

blacks and the poorer classes of the

community' and to provide 'the means of

education to numbers among the lower

orders'. In 1826, he was a founder member of

the Literary and Reading Society set up under

the patronage of Governor Walker. 

Positive recognition of his work is

recorded: '… [his] indefatigable labours … in

superintending the education and religious

instruction of the blacks and lower orders

are producing incalculable benefits to the

community…' (T H Brooke, historian, 1824).

T Robson wrote 'And now that a new and

amiable Governor commands the island, and

is [Boys] friend and patron … the work of

the Lord is flourishing abundantly, particularly

among the slaves … and the schools have

greatly increased in numbers'. 

One of those schools was the

Government Head School, a fee-paying

school for boys, opened in 1825 with Boys as

its first Headmaster.

And who was the 'new and amiable

Governor'? None other than my friend's

great-great-great cousin, Lt-Gen Alexander

Walker, a champion of education, who in

1824 congratulated Boys: 'The blessings of

Education diffused through a large portion of

our population, are in great measure, I might

say principally, owing to your persevering

exertions'.  In 1828, with Boys' impending

retirement, Governor Walker reported on

the progress of education: 'We are in a very

considerable degree indebted to the exertion

of the General Superintendent of Schools,

the Reverend Mr Boys'. 

Retiring from EIC service in 1829,

aged 45, amid praise for his 'faithful and

energetic appeals from the pulpit - for his

diligent and earnest ministrations to his flock

- and for his active and increasing endeavours

for the prosperity of St  Helena', Boys

returned to England. 

It is telling that, when Boys came to

St Helena, Governor Beatson at first had

some confidence in 'Mr Boys’ judgement'. The

implication is that the Governor revised his

opinion. Boys and his superior, Senior

Chaplain Rev Jones, quarrelled constantly and

publicly.  

Council records of January 1813

state 'the controversy between the two

clergymen Jones and Boys, productive of

disgraceful effects - ordered to abstain from

any further personal controversy or

circulating written or printed letters referring

to it on pain of suspension'. Jones

subsequently retired and Boys became Senior

Chaplain. Governor Wilks accused him of

discriminating between social classes.

He came up before the Council in

1816. April 15: 'Mr Boys having refused to

take to church the corpse of a deceased

person alleging it to be a privilege for the

upper classes only; is called upon for

explanation'. May 19: 'Mr Boys in

explanations complains of the superstitious

habits of the place, the large concourse at

every funeral to parade through the streets.

Their passage up the aisle of the church

round by the altar. Their anxiety to throw

every piece of myrtle into the grave'. Boys,

'with no claim to social position,  continued

to go his own way, regardless of everybody

…a continual source of trouble to all those,

however high and mighty they might be

…constantly was up in arms, fighting lost

causes … exposing, as publicly as possible, the

backslidings of his flock'. 

This then was the Senior Chaplain,

'a tiresome busybody' 'being constantly in

conflict with authority', with whom Governor

Sir Hudson Lowe had to deal when he

arrived in April 1816, with his over-riding duty

to ensure that the most notorious prisoner

of the age, Napoleon, did not escape.  

Boys' 'flock' suddenly increased

when the Northumberland transported

Napoleon to St Helena in October 1815; at

least 2,000 extra troops were drafted to

guard him. 

The EIC was so concerned about

'most serious consequences' of the increase

'both in the number of residents and varieties

of religious persuasions' and 'the possibility of

the arrival of members of other Churches,

presumably British soldiers or members of

Napoleon's entourage' that they wrote to Sir

Hudson Lowe with their strong

recommendation 'that the maintenance of

the Established Religion be an object of your

special attention and unceasing solicitude'.

By 1821 Council considered Boys

the 'dictator of many of the indecorous and

insulting letters to the Government'. This

'talkative and tactless parson' recorded the

names of the fathers of illegitimate children

born to slave women, which 'was probably

the real reason for the ostracism of Mr Boys

by the high St Helena society, and the fear of

his outspoken tongue evinced by Sir Hudson

Lowe…'.  

Boys' controversial sermon shortly

before Sir Hudson Lowe's departure, after

Napoleon's death on May 15 1821, led to yet

another dispute with the Council. The future

Acting Governor, Thomas Brooke, expressed

his disgust at 'hearing Mr Boys …represent

himself as persecuted for righteousness sake

and implying that his persecutories were the

Government'.

And what of those Napoleon

myths? Everything about Boys makes it so

unlikely he had any kind of relationship with

Napoleon. Rather the opposite. Not only is

there a total lack of credible evidence that he

did meet Napoleon, the consistent

descriptions of his troublesome character

and behaviour, his conflicts with high society

and the St Helena Council, and his publicly

being at loggerheads with the Governor

responsible for guarding Napoleon, all

militate against anyone letting him anywhere

near Napoleon.  

Michel Martineau, French consul on

St Helena since 1987, follows in his father's

footsteps from 1956 as the foremost expert

on Napoleon on St Helena. I was thrilled to

have a conversation with him as we sailed to

Cape Town, and put many questions to him.

The two main topics I wanted a clear answer

on were those I suspect are of particular

interest to readers: 

Q: ‘Did Rev Boys ever meet Napoleon?’  
A: ‘No.  Categorically no. The evidence says so’. 
Q: ‘Could the chair in Maidstone Museum be one
that Napoleon regularly sat on while conversing
with Boys?’
A: ‘No and no. Maybe Boys brought back a chair
but we know the whereabouts of the two known
extant chairs used by Napoleon and they are not
in Maidstone museum’.

The French Consul was adamant in

his response, though he smiled and said that

he can't stop people believing what they

want.  

I had the feeling he's more than a

little amused that the Napoleon myth is kept

alive and well in England, nearly 200 years

after we imprisoned him as the arch enemy,

on St Helena! 

My thanks to Bobby Essex and Barbara
George on St Helena for helping me
with information whilst I was writing
this article.
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of-war, and his wife at Kent Cottage.



I was pleasantly surprised to see

pictures of my ancestors and

relatives in 'Sid Coulter's

'Memories of Old Loose' in

'Loose Threads 11' (writes
John Halls). My mother was

Beryl Halls (née Coulter), one

of the four children of Bill and

Lilian Doris Coulter who lived

at No 1 Rose Cottages. Bill's

younger brother Sid (featured

on page 42) lived next door. 

I spent much of my

early days with my grandparents

and, like Sid, I too tried to learn

to play the piano - an old black

upright which my grandmother

had in her house - but without

success. My mother was an

accomplished player and in

demand at party times. 

In the early 1960s it

was safe for an eight-year-old to

roam around the village,

exploring the footpaths and

fields. It was very quiet and

peaceful and the villagers knew

everybody anyway.

Mercy Coulter was my

great great grandmother, whose

parents were James Smith and

Margaret Tucker. Mercy married

Edward James Coulter in

February 1877, the year in

which Rose Cottages were

built, and became Sexton of 

All Saints' Church. 

In 1882 E J Coulter

was employed as a maltster and

from September 1886 until

December 1903 he and Mercy

ran The Chequers, where all

their children were born. They

were Lillian (who married

Randall Walter Beale in 1901);

William Edward (who married

Hilda Flisher in 1902); Albert

Leonard (who married Annie

Flisher in 1907); George; James

Robert; Ada Dorothy (who

married George Frederick

Hood in 1912); Beatrice Kate

(who married John Wright in

1921), and James Arthur.

W E Coulter and

Hilda had seven children:

William George (who married

Lilian Doris Purcell; they were

my maternal grandparents);

Sidney James (who married

Gladys May); Florence Beatrice

(who married Frank Tidey);

Ernest Arthur; Albert John;

Tryphena May (named after her

grandmother, Tryphena May

Lording), who was married to

Albert William Cook, and

Dorothy Mildred Joyce.

I played football for

Boughton Monchelsea and

United Maidstone Banks. In the

latter team were Dave Beale

and Peter Wright, direct

descendants of the Coulter

dynasty, though none of us knew

at that time that we were

distantly related. I played my

first school football match for

Loose County Primary School,

aged nine, in 1964, on King

George V Playing Field and

scored a goal! I also captained

Loose Eagles FC in the early

1970s. The team was run by Ron

Dooley and Roger Germaney.

They were wonderful people

and had a very successful side. I

designed the team’s crest.

As a youngster, during

the long summer holidays, I

helped Bill and Sid on their

allotments on Old Loose Hill. I

learned a lot about gardening

from them and hope to have an

allotment of my own here in

Suffolk, albeit a modest '5-rod'

compared with Sid's 20.

The Coulter dynasty

in Loose derives from Emily

Coulter, mother of Edward

James Coulter. He was born on

May 9 1857. His father was

Edward James Donovan, a

brickmaker living in Maidstone.

Emily married him on

November 8 1857 and

proceeded to have many other

children but, of course, they

took the surname Donovan. I

am trying to track down the

Donovans but have had limited

success. They had a

greengrocer's shop in Upper

Stone Street, next door to

Coulter's Fine China Shop. If

anyone has any information

about the Donovans I would be

keen to hear from them. 

In the photograph of a

ladies'  darts team on page 19 of

'Loose Threads 11', my maternal

grandmother Hilda Halls (née

Enfield) is sitting third from the

right in the front row. In the

photo on page 21 of Loose

School's Class 3 I believe Hilda's

third eldest son Fred (my uncle

and godfather) is on the

extreme right in the middle

row.

My mother worked at

Foster Clarks and went on to

become a hairdresser at Maison

Jean in Maidstone. My dad, Jack

Bernard Halls, was a roof tiler

and tiled Loose Church.

Together with my sister

Deborah, we lived in McAlpine

Crescent and then moved to

Herts Crescent in the mid

1960s. When I visit Loose I stroll

along The Brooks, visit the

churchyard to pay my respects

to my ancestors, and pop into

The Chequers for a quick pint

and to reminisce about bygone

times in the village where my

family has lived for over 150

years.

■ In the photograph on page

19 of a ladies' darts team, my

maternal grandmother Hilda

Halls (née Enfield) is sitting third

from the right in the front row.

On page 21, in the photo of

Loose School's Class 3, I believe

Hilda's third eldest son Fred (my

uncle and godfather) is on the

extreme right in the middle

row.

Boyhood memories
of a ‘Loose Eagle’

Top left: A tram at Loose Green advertising ‘Coulter's Crockery’. Above:
Loose Eagles FC  in 1971, winners of the Maidstone Under 16 Southern
League Championship. Back row: Roger Germaney (first from left), John
Halls (centre,) Ron Dooley (far right); front row: Brian Hunt (first left). Can
you identify the other players? Top right: John Halls. Left: John’s
grandparents, Bill and Lilian Coulter, with Hilda Coulter (née Flisher) and
(right) John’s mother Beryl.
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Next time you fill up with petrol at Shell’s Tamarisk Service Station

at Linton Crossroads, take a look at the grey stone house standing

sad and neglected beside it (writes Pat Tritton).
A photo from our archives shows how the house looked in

days gone by. It’s hard to believe it is the same property but it was

once a substantial farmhouse, standing in its own grounds of just

over two acres which included an orchard.

It is not known when Tamarisk Cottage, as it was called,

was built, but the Linton Tithe Map of about 1840 tells us that a

property on this site was owned by Henry Allnut, a farmer. It is

difficult to trace the house through various census returns until

1901, when the cottage is actually named. At that time the occupiers

were Alfred John Butcher, who was born in Linton; his wife Minnie,

and their son Alfred.

Alfred Snr had previously been farming at Rankins Farm,

Linton, but after he married Minnie Beatrice Varney in 1896 they

moved into Tamarisk. Alfred’s immediate neighbour to the north, in

Heath Cottage, was Henry Hewitt, a fruit agent, born in Loose. 

Minnie Butcher died in 1920 but Alfred was still living in

Tamarisk Cottage when it and Heath Cottage, together with 80

other properties and plots of land owned by The Linton Park Estate,

were sold at auction at The Royal Star Hotel, Maidstone, in 1938. The

estate had been sold to Olaf Hambro of the Hambro banking family

in 1937 by the 2nd Lord Cornwallis of Linton, who had inherited it

in 1935. 

Henry Hewitt had moved on by 1938 and Heath Cottage

was let to a Mrs Waghorne.

The Sale Catalogue describes Tamarisk Cottage as ‘a small

house and buildings, situated on the north of the estate, near the

cross roads, and with about 2 acres of valuable fruit land’.

The house was built of stone with a tiled roof, and

contained three bedrooms, a bathroom, separate water closet,

drawing room, dining room, morning room, a large kitchen with

range and sink, a wash house with two coppers, and two good

cellars. It also had a garage and a large wood shed, as well as a good

front garden, and a small garden to the side.

Buildings ranged round a yard were mainly constructed of

brick, stone, timber and slate, and comprised a stable for two horses,

a cow shed for three, a garage and store shed, all with a good loft

over them. There were also three- and four-bay open sheds. Tamarisk

had been let (with other lands) to Alfred Butcher on an annual

tenancy, the apportioned rent being £28.18.4.

During the Second World War troops dug trenches in

Tamarisk Orchard (now Carman’s Close), maybe to provide shelters

from ‘doodlebugs’ or perhaps during training for D-Day. The soldiers

seen in the photograph are believed to have been members of the

Royal Army Medical Corps.

In the 1990s George Bonner ran a car repair business in

one of the large weatherboarded buildings that had belonged to

Tamarisk Cottage, but when the service station was refurbished his

business was closed. 

Tamarisk Cottage remains boarded up. What will become

of it, we wonder?

Top of page: Tamarisk Cottage as it looked when put up for sale in 1938.
On the left is Tamarisk Orchard, now part of Carman’s Close; Tamarisk
Service Station is now on the right. Below: Digging trenches in the orchard
in wartime.

Tamarisk Cottage was part of a great estate
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We begin here a series of special
features to commemorate the
centenary of the declaration of the
Great War and the 70th anniversary of
D-Day. First we will tell the story of
our area's war memorials and of men
from Langley and Tovil who lost their
lives in 1914-1918. Boughton
Monchelsea, Coxheath, East Farleigh
and Linton will be covered in  'Loose
Threads 14'.

Nearly one million men and woman from

Britain's population of about 45 million died

on active service during the First World War

- or the ‘Great War’ as it was known until

1939. All except 40 of the country's 4,520

towns and villages lost at least one resident.

One third of the casualties have no

known grave. Most of the others were

buried in cemeteries on the battlefields

where they fell. 

The War Office did not repatriate

any of the bodies and few if any next-of-kin

undertook this task privately. Therefore the

only 1914-1918 war graves in Britain are

those of personnel who died of injuries or

illnesses after being repatriated for medical

care; and others who died while stationed at

home bases.

In his book 'Missing, Believed

Killed', Stuart Hadaway commented that the

nation's thousands of bereaved relatives had

no opportunity to indulge in personal grief

at the graves of their loved ones: 'a culture

of mass mourning and symbolism grew up’. 

Symbols such as the Cenotaph, the

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and local war

memorials became the focus of mourning

across the country'.

All villages and parishes

Families in all the Loose Valley's villages and

parishes - Langley, Boughton Monchelsea,

Loose and Tovil - and in Linton and East

Farleigh experienced losses.

Loose and Linton's war memorials

take the form of a limestone 'Cross of

Sacrifice' with a bronze broadsword, blade

down, mounted on its face and the names of

the fallen inscribed on the base. 

East Farleigh's memorial is

surmounted by a Celtic cross and has an

inscribed face and plinth.

Elsewhere in our area the

memorials take various forms. Langley's is

the clock on the tower of St Mary's Church

and a Roll of Honour inside the building, in

which there is also a privately erected

memorial to a young subaltern killed near

Ypres in 1917.

Boughton Monchelsea's Roll of

Honour is on four memorial pillars in St

Peter's Church. The village school has a

memorial to former pupils.

Tovil's memorial is a plaque that

was originally erected in St Stephen's

Church. When the church was demolished

in the 1980s it was mounted in the Tovil

Working Men's Club, Tovil Hill, alongside one

in memory of men from Albert Edwin

Reed's papermills in Tovil and elsewhere.

The club's premises were originally

in Church Street, Tovil, and most of its

members were employees of Tovil Mill and

Bridge Mill, where Reed founded his

papermaking empire.

More than 10 per cent of his

workforce of 500 in his seven mills lost their

lives and to commemorate their sacrifice

Reed built a new HQ for the Tovil Working

Men's Club, called the Tovil Memorial

Institute. It cost £5,000 and was opened in

December 1920.

Tovil also has a war memorial near

Woodbridge Drive to six members of Tovil

Scouts (see ‘Loose Threads 10’) and one at

Crisbrook Bridge to two members of Loose

Scouts.

Centre of page: the Loose and Langley war
memorials. Left: memorial to Lt. Christopher
John Forster in St Mary’s, Langley. Below:
Langley’s Roll of Honour.
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Langley’s
Roll of Honour

Charles Court (35) had been a stoker in

the Royal Navy for three years when the

war began, and was among 1,397 members

of the crew of HMS Hogue who died when

their ship was torpedoed in the North Sea

on September 22 1914 while attempting to

rescue survivors from her sister ship, HMS

Aboukir, torpedoed 30 minutes earlier.

Charles's widow, Edith Mary Court (née

Baker), lived in Green Lane. His name

appears on the Chatham Naval Memorial,

one of three memorials to Royal Navy

sailors who have no grave.

Private Thomas Eagles Down (21) of

the Royal Marine Light Infantry was on

board HMS Vanguard in Scapa Flow on July 9

1917 when cordite charges in the ship's

magazine spontaneously exploded, killing

804 men. There were only two survivors.

Thomas is commemorated on the Chatham

Naval Memorial to the Missing and on

Sutton Valence and Leeds (Kent) war

memorials. We are not sure why his name is

on Langley's Roll of Honour. In 1911 and

possibly later his parents, John and Phoebe

Down and his sister Primrose lived at

Clematis Cottage, Green Lane, Sutton

Valence and at the time he died his wife,

Lizzie, lived at No 3 Lower Street,

Broomfield, near Leeds.

Walter Medhurst (18), a stoker on HMS

Vanguard, was killed in the same incident. His

mother, Elizabeth, lived at Hebron Villas,

Langley Heath. Walter too is commemorated

on the Chatham Naval Memorial. In 1982 the

wreck of HMS Vanguard was declared an

official war grave.

Albert Medhurst (19) was Walter's elder

brother but unfortunately his records have

not survived and all we know is that he died

on April 27 1918 while was serving with the

King's Own Royal Lancaster Regiment

during the First Battle of Arras. By this time

his mother had moved to Sutton Valence.

Albert's grave is in Loos British Cemetery.

Henry John Fermor (19) was living with

his parents Henry (a thatcher) and Annie

Fermor, and siblings Harold, Reginald and

Doris, near The Institute, Langley, at the time

he joined the King's Rifle Corps. He died in

June 1919, and was buried in Cologne

Southern Cemetery. Was his death due to

wounds sustained before the Armistice, or

was he a victim of the 'Spanish Flu' epidemic

that swept through Europe from 1918?

Arthur William Foord (19) was born in

Langley and living there with his widowed

mother, Elizabeth, and six-year-old brother

Thomas, when he joined the Territorial

Battalion of the Royal Army Medical Corps.

All we know from his surviving service

records is that he died in May 1915 of

injuries sustained in Flanders, won the

Victory Medal and the 1914-15 Star, and was

buried in Chocques Military Cemetery, Pas-

de-Calais. His name also appears on the

Sutton Valence Roll of Honour, his link with

that village being that his family lived there

before the First World War.

Frederick Sharp (29) and Edmund
George Tolhurst (28) were brothers-in-

law in arms - Frederick married Fanny

Amelia Tolhurst, Edmund's sister. Frederick

was born in Langley, probably in Pear Tree

Row, lived with his widowed mother Fanny

and worked on a farm at Sutton Valence.

Eleven days after Britain declared war on

Germany he enlisted in the Queen's Own

(Royal West Kent) Regiment), Like all new

recruits he was a volunteer; it would be two

years before conscription was introduced.

Frederick and Fanny's baby

daughter, Edith, was only a year old when he

was killed in action on the Western Front in

April 1915 during the Battle of Hill 60, the

first assault in which the British Army used

massive mines to destroy enemy positions.

Shock waves from the explosion were felt in

southern England.

Frederick's name is on the Menin

Gate Memorial to the Missing in Ypres.

Edmund was working as a carter

and living with his parents, James and Leah

Tolhurst, at Langley Park Cottages when he

joined his brother-in-law's battalion in

December 1914. 

He served with the British

Expeditionary Force from April 1915 but

was killed only a year later. Edmund was

buried at Faubourg D'Amiens Cemetery,

Arras. 

Alfred Thomas Ward (29) was living with

his mother, Frances, at Langley Heath when

he enlisted with the Royal West Kents. From

May 1916 he was with the Mesopotamian

Expeditionary Force at Khamisiya, south-

east of Nasiriya. Conditions were grim and

Alfred died in June 1916 of disease or

From top of page: Linton war memorial in 1955;
East Farleigh war memorial; Tovil and Albert R
Reed’s Rolls of Honour.
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wounds sustained in battle. He was buried in

Amara War Cemetery.

Frederick Wordsworth (32) stated in his

Army papers that he lived in Langley but

there are no Wordsworths in the village in

the 1911 census, the last taken before the

war. Born in Doncaster, the son of Henry

and Mary Wordsworth, he joined The Buffs

(East Kent Regiment) in December 1915 and

died only eight months later while serving

with the Mesopotamian Expeditionary

Force. 

Frederick and Alfred Ward fought

in a campaign in which 30,000 British

soldiers were killed or wounded and 13,000

captured. About 70 per cent of the PoWs

died of disease or at the hands of their

Ottoman guards.

Amara War Cemetery, where

Frederick and Alfred were buried, has 4,621

First World War graves, 925 of which are

unidentified. 

Christopher Jack Forster (22) died

during the Third Battle of Ypres

(Passchendaele). His short life was rather

unsettled, with nowhere he could really call

'home'. He was born in Chipping Campden,

son of Rev Francis Samuel Forster and Lola,

who moved from parish to parish and finally

to All Saints', Frindsbury. After he retired he

and Lola moved to Loose.

Christopher went to various public

boarding schools and then became an

architectural student, enlisting in October

1914 as a private in the London University

Officers' Training Corps. He was

subsequently an able seaman in the Royal

Naval Division in the Dardenelles; an officer

in the Royal Field Artillery in France; a

member a Special Company of the Royal

Engineers that developed gas warfare

countermeasures; and a pilot.

He died of wounds near Ypres in

July 21 and was buried at Lijssenthoek

Military Cemetery. Christopher's memorial

in St Mary's, Langley, was erected by his

cousins Arthur, Cecil, Claude, Margaret and

Mabel Forster, whose father, William Stewart

Foster (F S Foster's brother) lived at

Rumwood Court during the First World

War.

When the Vicar of St Nicholas,

Linton, Rev Jacob Forrest, was appointed to

educational and religious duties at Army

camps at Stonar and Hythe, F S Foster came

out of retirement and officiated at St

Nicholas, including taking a thanksgiving

service on November 11 1918.
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Tovil men’s graves and memorials

Albert Edward Ashby (34), a paper

finisher at Hayle Mill, married Edith Mills of

No 58 Church Road, Tovil, in 1911. In 1912

he joined the Royal Army Medical Corps and

in 1916 became a medical orderly at the

82nd General Hospital in Turkey. On June 10

1919, while his unit was still waiting to

return to Britain, he was admitted to

hospital suffering from typhus fever and

pneumonia. He died of cardiac failure two

days later. His grave is in Haidar Pasha

Cemetery, Istanbul.

James George Bonner (33), a

papermaker's assistant, enlisted with the

Army Service Corps at Woolwich two days

after war was declared. He lived at No 2

Cross Cottages, Farleigh Hill, with his wife

Nellie (née Harflett) and their children

George and Nellie. James had been a driver

in the ASC at Woolwich until 1906 and was

on the Army Reserve, ready to report to

Woolwich Barracks in the event of a

national emergency.

By August 17 he was with the

British Expeditionary Force in France. He

died on the Somme in December 1916. His

grave is in Louvencourt Military Cemetery.

He is also named on civic

memorials at Northfleet and Rosherville,

and on the Great War Memorial in the

former offices of Gravesend Imperial Paper

Mills, where he worked before he was

called-up.

George John Charles Albert Bucklow, a

grocer's errand boy, lived in Wheeler Street,

Maidstone. We suspect his only connection

with Tovil was that George, his father, was a

'chaff cutting labourer’ at Lower Tovil Mill.

George was one of 90 sailors who died

when HMS Turbulent was sunk on June 1

1916 during the Battle of Jutland. His grave is

in Stavern Churchyard, Norway.

C H Cheeseman is presumed to be

Charles Cheeseman, whose parents William

and Emma Cheeseman lived at Crittendens

Row, East Farleigh. Charles was living in Tovil

and working at Bridge Mill when he joined

the Royal West Kents, serving in the Balkans

and subsequently in Belgium, where he was

killed in October 1917. His name is on the

Tyne Cot Memorial to the Missing, which

commemorates nearly 35,000 men from the

UK and New Zealand who died in the Ypres

Salient.

Frederick George Clark (28) also joined

the Royal West Kents. All that is known

about him is that he died in January 1918

and was buried in Hermies Hill British

Cemetery, Pas-de Calais. Frederick was born

in Loose, lived with his wife Frances (née

Franks) at No 14 Church Road, Tovil, and

worked at Bridge Mill.

William Dodge (45), a chief stoker, died of

an illness on September 6 1918 while based

at HMS Pembroke, Chatham. Perhaps he was

one of the victims of the 'Spanish Flu'

epidemic who died at the Royal Navy

Hospital in Chatham. He lived with his wife

Mary (née Henley) and daughters Minnie,

Daisy, Irene and Edith at No 9 Invicta

Cottages, Farleigh Hill. He was born in

Boughton Monchelsea but is not named on

that village’s war memorial. His grave is in

East Farleigh churchyard.

Frederick Barber Fox (38) served with

the Royal West Kents from the 13th day of

Above: Tyne Cot Cemetery, where 11,956
Commonwealth servicemen are buried and
nearly 35,000 men from the UK and New
Zealand, including C H Cheeseman of Tovil, are
named on the Memorial to the Missing.
(Contributed by Christine Bostock)
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the war until he was posted missing on July

3 1916, the third day of the Battle of the

Somme. His name is on the Thiepval

Memorial to the Missing. Frederick left a

widow, Emily, and daughters Bertha and Joan.

He was living at No 31 Church Street at the

time he joined the Army and working as a

printer's machinist. Emily was given a war

widow’s pension of 18s 6d a week.

Lee Hadler (36) was born in Tovil, lived at

No 4 Church Road with his wife Amy and

daughter Edna, worked locally as machine

minder but evidently had moved to

Snodland by the time he joined the Royal

Army Medical Corps. He was posted to

Egypt and died there in April 1915. His grave

is in Alexandria (Chatby) Military and War

Memorial Cemetery. His name is also on

Snodland War Memorial.

Arthur Hampstead (32) was last seen on

April 28 1915 and was among the 35,000

men who were killed, wounded or recorded

as missing during the Second Battle of Ypres.

He has no known grave and his name is on

the Menin Gate Memorial. Arthur was a

paper sorter and lived with his wife Hilda,

daughters Maud and Hilda and son George

at Ivy Mill Cottages, before joining the 1st

Battalion of the Rifle Brigade.

Henry George Harris (18) and his elder

brother Robert Henry Harris (21) were

sons of Harry and May Harris of No 16

Church Road, who a few years before the

war moved to Tovil from Nottingham, where

Harry had been manager of a chemist's

shop. H G Harris served with the London

Regiment (Post Office Rifles) and was killed

in August 1918. His name is on the Vis-En-

Artois Memorial to the Missing which

commemorates 9,000 men who died

between August 8 1918 and the Armistice,

during the 'Advance to Victory' in Picardy. R

H Harris died a month after the Armistice,

having served in the Machine Gun Corps.

His grave is in Maidstone Cemetery so we

presume that he died of injuries sustained

while on active service in France.

Mercer Edward Homewood (28) was a

member of the 6th Battalion of The Queen's

(Royal West Surrey) Regiment that attacked

Beetle Trench at Monchy-le-Preux on

October 10 1917 during the Battle of

Cambrai in which two of the unit's men died

and 22 were injured. Mercer died four days

later and his grave is in Monchy British

Cemetery. He lived with his parents Henley

and Ada Homewood and sisters Janet, Ada,

Joyce and Grace at No 9 Beaconsfield

Terrace and worked at Bridge Mill.

Albert Victor King (19) was reported

missing on the first day of the Battle of the

Somme. His name is on the Thiepval

Memorial. When he enlisted in the

Middlesex Regiment in October 1915 he

named his father, Henry R King, of No 58

Tovil Road, a stoker at a paper mill, and his

sister, Mrs J Curtis of 2 Mexican Villas,

Loose, as his next-of-kin. Before the war he

lived with his parents, Henry and Harriet,

and his brother and sister at No 4 Coopers

Cottages, Farleigh Hill. By 1915 he was

working as a photographic paper spooler,

probably in Kodak's factory at Harrow.

Henry Richard King was Albert's elder

brother and worked as a driver of a

stationery engine at a paper mill before the

war. Nothing is known of his military

service, probably because he was one of the

60 per cent of First World War soldiers

whose records were destroyed during air

raids in 1940. Henry is one of thousands of

British and Commonwealth men and

women whose deaths have not yet been

commemorated by the Commonwealth

War Graves Commission even though in

many cases their names are on local war

memorials. 

Alfred Vernon Langley (20), who is also

commemorated on the Loose Swiss Scouts

memorial at Crisbrook Bridge (pictured
above) and on the Loose War Memorial,

served with The Buffs (East Kent Regiment)

from April 1917 and was killed five months

later at Passchendaele. His grave is in

Dozinghem Military Cemetery. Alfred was

born in Loose and before the war lived with

his father William, a papermaker, and mother

Hannah at Upper Crisbrook. His story is told

in Margaret Chapman's book 'Families of

Wartime Loose’, available on CD and online

at www.looseareahistorysociety.org.uk. The

scouts' memorial also commemorates

Assistant Scoutmaster John Greville Foulkes.

Frederick Ernest Longley (26), whose

story is also featured in 'Families of Wartime

Loose', died in September 1918 having been

on active service since 1914. He was buried

at St Emilie Valley Cemetery, Villers-Faucon.

Frederick served with The Buffs and the

Royal East Kent and Royal West Kent

Yeomanry. He worked at Tovil Mill and was

the second son of Henry James and Mary

Kenney Longley of No 4 Hayle Mill

Cottages.

We can find no records of H H Martin, A
Mills, C Mitchell, R E Thomas, L V
Wilding and W I Wood. 

A H Nichols and L A Nichols. It appears

that these men were brothers Albert Henry

Nichols and Alfred L Nichols (incorrectly

inscribed as 'L A' on the memorial), born in

Tovil. The former, killed in action on

September 1915, enlisted in the East Kent

Regiment and later served in the Royal West

Surrey Regiment, having been employed at a

printing works before the war. No details of

the death or war service of L A Nichols,

have been found. A third brother, William,

enlisted in the Royal Sussex Regiment,

served in France, and was discharged in

1919 due to ill health. At one time the

Nicholls family lived in Maidstone but seems

to have moved to No 48 Church Street,

Tovil, before war was declared.

Walter Sills (24) was a waiter at the

Calverley Hotel, Tunbridge Wells, before

enlisting with the Royal Field Artillery. His

parents, John (a stonemason) and Ann lived

at No 11 Beaconsfield Terrace. Walter died

on October 21 1916, the day when the

British Army attacked the Schwaben

Redoubt. His grave is in Peake Wood

Cemetery, Fricourt. 

Cecil Frank Tiley (20) died on December

5 1916, a comparatively quiet day on the

Western Front for his unit, the 2nd Bn

Hampshire Regiment which had served in

Gallipoli earlier that year. Until 1914 Cecil

was a solicitor's clerk and lived with his

parents James and Alice Tiley at No 64

Church Road. He was one of the 1,395

casualties of the Somme battlefields whose

graves are in Grove Town Cemetery,

Meaulte.

Ernest Robert Waterman (32) worked

at Tovil Mill. From about 1911 he lived with

his father and brother at No 3 Tovil Hill. He

died in April 1917 while serving with the

Royal West Kents. His grave is in Cairo War

Memorial Cemetery.



The names of Harry

Thomas Golding, Aubrey

Edward Duncombe

Moore, Gwendoline

Peach and Harry

Quested were not

included when the

Second World War Roll

of Honour was inscribed

on Loose War Memorial

in 1945, even though the

graves of Moore and

Peach are in Loose

Cemetery. 

The omission

has now been rectified

by Loose Parish Council,

thanks to grants from

the War Memorials Trust

and KCC and research

by Margaret Chapman,

author of 'Families of

Wartime Loose'.

H T Golding, a driver in the Royal Army

Service Corps, died in Italy in September

1944, aged 21. His grave is in Florence War

Cemetery. He went to school in Loose and

was a member of All Saints' Church choir. In

1941 he married Bernice Lois Upton with

whom he had two children: Bernard, now a

professor of organic chemistry and Barry,

who died in 1948. Bernice later married

Frederick J Bartlett. Bernice and her son-in-

law, Rob Jacques, contacted the Loose Area

History Society to ask that Golding's name

be added to the memorial.

A E D Moore of No 5 Pickering Street was

a Commander in the Royal Navy. He died on

October 9 1946, aged 66, after contracting

carcinoma of the left lung and pulmonary

tuberculosis during his war service.

For an article on his naval career

and his ancestors (who included Mary Tudor

and an Archbishop of Canterbury) see

'Loose Threads 10’.

H Quested, a corporal in the Pioneer

Corps, died in North Africa on November

13 1942, aged 28. His grave is in La Reunion

War Cemetery. He was awarded two

Campaign Medals: the 1939-45 War Medal

(Oak Leaf) and the 1939-1945 Star (Battle of

Britain). 

The April 1943 issue of Loose

Parish Magazine stated that Harry lived in

Pear Tree Cottages, Pickering Street, and was

the son of George Richard Quested and

Bertha Mary Higgins. He married Betty

Dorothy Reed in 1940. Can anyone tell us

more about Harry’s parents and wife?

G Peach was a Leading

Aircraftwoman in the

Women's Auxiliary Air

Force and died on

February 26 1944, aged

22. Her parents were

John Garfield Hancock

and Emily (née Rowe).

Gwendoline was born in

Bodmin where in late

1943 she married John

Kenneth Peach, a

transport contractor. 

We do not

know when or why they

moved to Loose but both

the Commonwealth War

Graves Commission and

the Loose parish

magazines of March and

April 1944 confirm that

they lived at No 1 Cape

Cottages, Church Street.

Although WAAFs did not serve as

aircrew or take part in active combat they

were exposed to the same dangers as

anyone working at military installations on

the ‘home front’.

Their duties included parachute

packing; manning barrage balloons; catering;

meteorology; radar, transport, telephonic

and telegraphic operations and, as we know

from many wartime films and

documentaries, they were also plotters in

operations rooms. 

Gwendoline died of TB and

meningitis at Ashford Isolation Hospital and

by that time she and her husband were living

at The Wilderness Bungalow, Headcorn. 

Their life together was very brief,

as was their time in Loose. We would be

pleased to hear from anyone who can tell us

more about them. 

■ Visit ‘Families of Wartime Loose’ on the

Loose Area History Society’s website for

stories on all the personnel honoured on

the Loose war memorial.
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‘Lest we forget’

Can you help Bernard discover more about his father?
Harry Golding (pictured above) was killed aged 20 on September 5

1944 as the Allies made their way up Italy, forcing Kesselring's German

army ever northwards. He is buried with 1,631 others in the

Commonwealth War Cemetery five miles south of Florence.

Harry was brought up in Loose by Ted and May Thornington

who lived at No 1 Bank Cottages (now 636 Loose Road). They took

Harry in after his mother, Annie Florence Golding, died of tuberculosis

when he was less than two years old. No father is named on Harry's

birth certificate and he took the surname of his mother, who had

worked as a maid for Thomas and Dorothy Howse at Old Orchard,

opposite Bank Cottages. Annie gave birth at Willesborough

Workhouse and returned there to die. She was buried in an unmarked

grave in Willesborough Churchyard (there is now a gravestone). 

Harry's surviving son, Bernard Thomas Golding and Harry's

wife Bernice, who celebrated her 90th birthday in June, would like to

identify Harry's father. Two acquaintances of Annie were Percy Lionel

Dunford and Thomas Job White (executor of Annie's will). What did

these individuals know? When Mrs Thornington died all her records

disappeared from No 1 Bank Cottages. Perhaps these contained the

identity of Harry's father. Where are these records now? 

Another mystery is the fate of Annie's sister Elizabeth Jane,

who was two years older than Annie and is recorded on the 1911 UK

census aged 14. However, there is no subsequent record of any

marriage or her death. 

If you have any relevant information please contact Professor

Bernard Golding at bernard.golding@ncl.ac.uk , phone him on 07860

377620 or 0191 2522756, or write to him at No 42 Dukesfield,

Shiremoor, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE27 0EZ.



When Britain was occupied by the Romans

(from AD43 until the early Fifth century) the

Loose Valley was part of a dynamic industrial

landscape (writes Simon Elliott). Around

AD50 the Medway Valley began to supply

ragstone to the south-east of the Province

(later diocese) of Britannia, for example for

the first forum in London. 

From around or just above the

tidal reach at Allington, sailing vessels carried

loads of up to 50 tonnes to the Thames

Estuary and then west to London, north to

Essex or east for Canterbury, Richborough

and Dover.

Upriver of Allington were three

additional quarries - at Boughton

Monchelsea; alongside Dean Street (East

Farleigh), and at Teston - each associated

with villas where the 'elites' who managed

the quarries lived. To make their quarries,

villas and settlements accessible above

Allington, I believe the Romans built a series

of locks and weirs similar to those in use

today. They were removed in the 17th

century by the Medway Commissioners of

Sewers and in the 18th and 19th centuries

by the Medway Navigation Company. 

Quarrying took place in two

specific phases. The first was through to the

mid-3rd century and was a massive, State-

run enterprise controlled by the classis
britannica (the British fleet) on behalf of the

Procurator of Britannia. In this phase the

cities and towns of south-eastern Britain

were built, and walls with towers and

bastions were added. 

After the middle of the 3rd

century I believe that quarrying continued

on a more localized scale as agriculture

became more important. 

Activity seems to have come to an

end towards the close of the 4th century as,

progressively, the villa sites were abandoned.

The latest coins found are of the Western

Emperor Honorius (from villa sites at East

Farleigh and Teston) who was in power from

AD395 until AD423, after which many sites

such as that at Teston seem to have fallen

out of local memory.  

It seems likely that the Medway

Valley upriver of the tidal reach fell out of

use totally until the arrival of Anglo-Saxons

following the landing of Augustine at

Ebbsfleet in Thanet in AD597. Anecdotally

this is backed up by the re-use of building

materials from Roman villa sites (such as

that at East Farleigh) in the earliest Saxon

phases of nearby churches, for example East

Farleigh parish church and All Saints', West

Farleigh.

In the Loose Valley, settlement pre-

dated the arrival of the Romans by millennia.

Boughton Monchelsea was the location of a

well-known iron-age oppidum (large fortified

settlement and gathering place), the earthen

banks of which are still visible. From here

the local farming communities controlled

the principal fording places on the Medway

above the tidal reach, for example at

Aylesford, Maidstone, Tovil, East Farleigh and

Barming. 

With the arrival of the Romans the

area was quickly incorporated into the

quarrying landscape described above. It is

likely that the Romans were well aware of

the ragstone resources before their official

arrival with the Claudian invasion in AD43,

given the very early appearance of Kentish

ragstone in London's pre-Boudican revolt

forum.

The Boughton Monchelsea quarry

features five areas of extraction, all running

sequentially east to west along the upper

reaches of the Loose Stream, effectively

forming one ribbon of quarrying activity

from which ragstone was extracted until the

1930s. 

Title picture: archaeologists revealing the
ragstone foundations of a Roman villa at East
Farleigh in 2010. Above: Arch at All Saints’
Church, West Farleigh, built with recycled Roman
stonework.
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The five are Furfield Quarry,

Brishing Quarry, Middle Quarry, Boughton

Quarries and Beresford Quarry. Boughton

Quarries and nearby Quarry Wood, now

occupied by The Quarries housing estate,

are graphically illustrated in 1798 and 1862-

75 Ordnance Survey maps.

The wider region, running over

Coxheath into the Weald, is locally known as

the Quarry Hills and there is much

additional association with ragstone

quarrying during the Roman occupation. It

has been speculated, though without

provenance, that St Peter's Church,

Boughton Monchelsea, is on the site of a

Roman temple. 

Paul Hastings says in the local

parish history 'Upon the Quarry Hills',

published in 2000, that: 'In the absence of

agrarian expansion, most wealth in

Boughton in Romano-British times seems to

have come from exploitation of the ragstone

quarries running from Brishing towards

Loose. As a building material ragstone was

used extensively in Roman Kent. It was

exported by barge via the Medway and

Thames to construct the city walls, great

private houses and public buildings of

Roman London.  Most Romano-British

remains in Boughton are presumed to be

connected with the quarrying of ragstone’.

One question of particular interest

is how the stone was transported to the

Medway and thence to the tidal reach of the

river during the Roman occupation.

Following the hypothesis that riverine

transport would have been the most

ergonomical way of transporting such heavy

materials, I have examined whether the

Loose Stream could have been utilized but,

to my mind, this wouldn't have been

practical as the stream is too small. 

We are therefore left with the

likely use of a roadway down the steep

gradient to Tovil or Maidstone. Having

spoken to Loose Area History Society

members it is clear to me that one potential

candidate for such a roadway would be

along a line traversing Loose village before it

joins the modern line of Postley Road and

then on to Maidstone. 

Another would be along what is

now Salts Lane, where the valley narrows

and the stream flows through the centre of

the village, and then along the south bank of

the Loose Stream (across what is now

Brooks Meadow) to Kirkdale. This track

connects to various roads (including Postley

Road) and footpaths that lead on to Tovil

and the Medway. However the Loose valley

was very marshy in the occupation period

and there is no evidence of a trackway

suitable for the kind of heavy wagons which

would have been needed for transporting

ragstone. 

I therefore agree with your editor

Paul Tritton that the stone would most likely

have been carted from the quarries to

where the Rochester-Maidstone-Weald

Roman road crossed the Loose Stream and

from there along the Roman road to

Maidstone.

It is difficult to find hard

archaeological evidence for the provenance

of a given quarry as being Roman (the stone

being quarried way into the modern era in

many cases) and we therefore have to

deploy the tools left to an archaeologist in

these circumstances: associated archaeology,

the written record, analogy and anecdote. 

For Boughton Monchelsea,

associated archaeology is particularly

important, given the wide variety of Roman

settlements and infrastructure in the area. In

'A Gazetteer of Roman Villas in Britain'

(Leicester Archaeology Monographs, 1993)

Eleanor Scott details a potential villa with

finds including tile, brick and pottery.

Meanwhile the Kent Historic Environment

Record (HER) highlights occupation-period

foundations and a walled cemetery, the

latter near the current Pested Bars Road,

north of the quarries.  

Meanwhile, to the immediate west

at Pympe's Court (equidistant between the

Boughton Monchelsea and Dean Street

quarries) the foundations of two Roman

buildings are detailed in the HER together

with associated material culture, including

Roman coins and high status Samian ware.

Most enigmatic however is the Boughton

Monchelsea 'remote' bath house, featured in

the antiquarian record and the subject of

much debate today.  

Excavated in 1841 in a field known

locally as The Slade (immediately adjacent to

the Furfield and Brishing quarries), five

rooms including three apses were

uncovered in a structure 18.3m long which

featured hypocaust tiles, window glass,

painted wall plaster and cemented basins.

The latest coin amongst those discovered

dates from the reign of Valens (AD364 -

378). Unusual in that it has no associated

villa, it could either be the case that it is a

stand-alone structure or that an associated

settlement, villa or otherwise, has simply not

been found. 

Paul Hastings takes the view that it

could have been a facility for local farmers

or the Roman equivalent of a 'pit head' bath

for the quarry workers themselves.

It is clear to me that during the

Roman occupation the whole region around

Boughton Monchelsea and down the Loose

Valley would have been markedly different

from today, it being at the centre of an

intense industrialised landscape. 

Looking north from today's Heath

Road one would have seen quarrying being

carried out on a monumental scale, with

materials being transported by cart down to

the River Medway for trans-shipment.

Looking south into the Weald, the Classis

Britannica's iron and tile industry activities

would have been evident. 

However, one thought to bear in

mind is that while we have a clear idea of

where the 'elites' who ran these industries

lived, and are aware of aspects of the

luxurious lifestyles they enjoyed in their

villas, we have no insight at all into the rather

grim existences of those who actually

carried out the laborious, dangerous

quarrying activity. 

It is perhaps fitting to end this

article thinking of these slaves or indentured

workers of whom we know so little, and

who have left so little an impression on the

region in which they lived out their

unfortunate existences.

■ Simon Elliott lives in East Farleigh.
He has a Masters Degree in War
Studies from King's College London, a
Masters Degree in Archaeology from
University College London and is
currently studying for a PhD in
Archaeology at the University of Kent.
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A column at East Farleigh parish church, built
with stone from a Roman bath house.



The name 'Barker' is writ large in the history

of Loose and is equally familiar in a

fashionable suburb of London, where Sir

John Barker founded 'Barkers of

Kensington’, a department store whose

massive Art Deco building dominated the

west end of Kensington High Street.

There have been Barker families in

Maidstone and elsewhere in Kent for at least

200 years but the one of special interest to

us are descendants of Joseph Barker, born at

Bearsted in 1811, and his wife Ann (née

Sells), who were married in 1838.

Joseph was a carpenter during the

first years of his working life but by 1851 he

was the proprietor of Shernold Brewery,

behind the Papermakers' Arms pub in Loose

Road, and living nearby with his family at

Shernold Cottage.

Three of Joseph and Ann's 11

children were boys - John, Joseph and Levi -

who between them lent distinction and a

degree of scandal to the family's history.

John was born in 1840 and at the age of 13

was apprenticed to a draper in Maidstone,

subsequently working as a junior assistant at

his employer's branches in Folkestone and

Dover. 

After completing his apprenticeship

he was taken on by William Whiteley, who

had a small department store in Westbourne

Grove, Bayswater, London.

With John as his right-hand man,

Whiteley made rapid headway. Within a few

years John was appointed manager, on a

salary of £300 a year. When he asked for a

further increase Whiteley agreed to double

his salary, if he could double the store’s

turnover in the next year. 

The business was doubled and so

was John's salary. Whiteley's continued to

expand and John asked to be taken into

partnership. Whiteley offered to increase his

salary to £1,000 a year [more than £90,000

in today's money] but would not agree to

making him a partner, whereupon John

resigned and became a partner of James

(later Sir James) Whitehead, a merchant and

Liberal Party politician who began his career

as a draper in Kendal and made a fortune

after opening a shop in London's Gresham

Street.

Whitehead and Barker opened

two shops in High Street, Kensington,

forerunners of John Barker & Co., founded

in 1870. Backed by Whitehead, the business

grew even more rapidly than Whiteley's had

done. Many more shops, most of them in

converted houses, were taken over. John

bought out Whitehead and formed a limited

liability company, of which he was chairman,

with a capital of £250,000.

John Barker & Co. then expanded

still more. By the time John died about 60

houses had been converted into extra

shopping space and the company had nearly

2,000 staff, serving in a total of 65

departments.

Barker's store and its neighbours

Derry & Thoms and Pontins were largely

responsible for the development of

Kensington High Street as an up-market

shopping centre that rivalled London's West

End.

In 1937 work began on the

construction of a purpose-built store. The

war intervened and the new Barkers of

Kensington was not completed until the

1950s. In 1957 it was taken over by the

House of Fraser. It closed seven years ago.

Its impressive Portland stone, glass and

gilded metal structure, called The Barkers

Building, is now the home of a shopping

arcade, American Whole Foods Market and

Associated Newspapers, publishers of the

Daily Mail and The Mail on Sunday.

In 1864 John Barker married Sarah Waspe.

They had four children, all of whom died

young except for Annie, who married

Tresham Gilbey, third son of John's close

friend Sir Walter Gilbey, the wine and spirits

merchant who became famous for Gilbey's

London Dry Gin.

The Barkers lived at No 21 Earls

Terrace and later had a country mansion,

The Grange, at Bishops Stortford, 40 miles

from London, where John owned a 300-acre

farm; bred Syrian sheep and horses; and

became, according to the 'Livestock Journal',

'the greatest figure in the world of polo

pony breeders'.

At one time he owned 300 horses,

140 of which he kept in London to haul his

store's carriages. Those were the days when

most customers asked for their purchases

to be delivered - even if they amounted to

only small items, such as a few handkerchiefs

or a blouse. 

John stood unsuccessfully for

parliament as Maidstone's Liberal candidate

in 1888 and 1898; won the seat in 1900 only

to lose it on petition in 1901; and became

The remarkable Barkers
of Loose and London
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Liberal MP for Penrhyn and

Falmouth from 1906 until 1910. He

was made a baronet in 1908,

despite suspicious events that had

tainted his political career only

seven years earlier.

He died in 1914, aged 74.

In his Will he left nearly £240,000

(about £22 million in today's

money), the fruits of a highly

successful career as a retail

entrepreneur.

Joseph and Isabella

Joseph Barker was a year younger

than John and followed his father

into the brewing trade after

serving a six-year apprenticeship

with Robert Coomber, a

Maidstone cooper. In his

indentures he pledged to 'serve his

master's secrets and keep his

lawful commands ...not waste his

goods ... not commit fornication

nor contract matrimony ... not play

at cards or dice tables ... not  haunt

taverns or playhouses ... nor absent

himself from his master's service

day or night unlawfully'. 

In 1867 he married Isabella Sarah

(née Castle), a widow with a four-year-old

daughter, Jessica. At about this time he was a

hotel keeper and cooper at The Queen's

Head, Snodland, employing 11 men and two

boys. The first four of their nine children

were born in Snodland but by 1881 they had

moved to Mount Pleasant, Loose Road, and

he was described in that year's census as a

master brewer, probably having inherited

Shernold Brewery from his father, who had

died in 1878.

By 1891 the family had moved to

Hill House, on the corner of Loose Road

and Walnut Tree Lane.

According to one account Joseph

eventually sold Shernold Brewery and

invested the proceeds in John’s department

store. This and other business ventures,

including the chairmanship of William Hobbs

& Son Ltd of Lower Stone Street, seems to

have made Joseph a man of independent

means. By the time he was in his early 40s he

was devoting an increasing amount of time

to public service.

A lifelong Liberal, he was elected

to Maidstone Town Council in 1884 and re-

elected several times; was twice Mayor of

Maidstone and an alderman for 40

years; a magistrate at Bearsted

Court and Maidstone Court for

more than 30 years; and a founder

member of Loose Parish Council

and its chairman for many years.

He was also a

distinguished Freemason and a

master of Belvedere Lodge.

One of his achievements

as mayor was to help the town

recover from a typhoid epidemic in

1897, in which 1,847 people were

taken ill, 132 of them dying. Joseph

set up a fund that raised £30,000

(more than £3million in today's

money) for the victims' families. 

Late in life he recalled a

day during the epidemic when he

caught a train from London and

happened to mention to other

passengers that he was Mayor of

Maidstone.

The carriage was very

soon empty', he said. 'Things were

pretty bad at that time. People

were afraid to come to the town. I

did all I could to restore

confidence in the borough. I invited

Sir Horatio Davis, Lord Mayor of

London, to visit Maidstone. He came down

with his sheriffs. I entertained them at a

banquet at the Corn Exchange and at a

reception at Brenchley Gardens'. 

Joseph died in 1931, in his 90th

year.

Levi and Harriet

Levi, the youngest of the Barker brothers,

was born in 1849 at Shernold Cottage. He

died on the day before his 89th birthday. 

When he was about 21 he fell in

love with Harriet Wood, the 17 year old

daughter of a scalemaker, Robert Wood,

who lived with his wife and family in

Maidstone High Street. On February 2 1872

Harriet applied in person at St Mary Abbot,

Kensington's parish church, for a licence to

marry Levi. 

This was necessary because
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after John Barker died and seven years after the
store closed. Below: Memorabilia from the
Barker archives.



Harriet was 'under age' and

obliged to sign a bond stating that

she had her father's permission to

marry. She also had to declare that

she had been living in Kensington

for 15 days, in keeping with the

requirement imposed on brides

marrying outside their parishes.

Levi's brother John was

living in Kensington at this time.

Perhaps Harriet lived with him and

his wife Sarah for the required

period before the wedding? 

We may also wonder

why Levi and Harriet did not

follow the usual Church of England

custom and marry in the bride's

parish; and why they chose St Mary

Abbot, John and Sarah's parish

church.

Three months later

Edith, the first of Harriet and Levi's

13 children, was born at Claras

Villas, Loose Road. Harriet

registered the birth and described

Levi's occupation as 'brewer'.

Claras Villas are a row of

six terraced cottages between

Payne's Lane and the Papermakers'

Arms. We are not sure why Edith

was born there but we do know

that one of Levi and Harriet's first

home was No 3 The Mount, in a

row of cottages north of Shernold

Cottage, and that by 1891 they had

moved to Shernold Cottage. 

Levi was the most

colourful character in the family

and according to one account

‘displayed remarkable vitality’, had

a 'genial personality' and ‘made a

great number of very loyal friends’.

From the age of 19 he

was a partner with his father and

brother Joseph at Shernold

Brewery, at one time being their

'travelling clerk’, but when he was

about 40 he took over Abbey Gate

Farm, Tovil, and worked as a farmer

until he retired in 1913.

Among his passions were

Freemasonry, cricket, shooting,

following the Linton Beagles and

gardening (he had a national

reputation for his sweet peas). 

In 1883 he was a founder

member of the Loyal Invicta Lodge

of Oddfellows, who met at the

Papermakers' Arms, and was the

Lodge's first Noble Grand and one

of its trustees for 40 years.

Despite having lost his

left arm in an accident during his

early 20s, Levi was a sound

batsman and formidable fast

bowler and was a member of Kent

County Cricket Club and Hayle

Place Cricket Club. He supported

the Kent team at home and away,

arriving hours before start of play

in order to get the best seat on

the ground. 

Levi's idol and close

friend was Kent and England left-

hander Frank Woolley, who first

played for Kent in 1906 when he

was 19. Levi was in the crowd at

Tonbridge that summer when

Woolley scored his first century

for the county, against Hampshire.

In 1938, his final season

with Kent, Woolley made his final

appearance at Tonbridge, scoring

136 against Worcestershire. Levi

was unable to go the match but

after close of play telephoned

Woolley to congratulate him.

Woolley said that if he came to

Tunbridge Wells ten days later to

Kent's match with Sussex, he

would make a century specially for

him.

True to his word,

Woolley scored 162 - the last of

his 145 county and test match

centuries. Levi died a few months

later. Woolley and another famous

Kent cricketer, 'Titch' Freeman,

were among the mourners at his

funeral at All Saints', Loose. 

Top picture: Joseph and Isabella
Barker and eight of their children. 
Centre: Joseph and Isabella's step-
daughter Jessica ('Jessie'), standing
centre, with their daughters Hannah
(left) and Annie; seated, Alice (left)
and Isabel. Jessie married Arthur
Edward Lowther, 4th Baron Crofton. 
Bottom: Joseph and Isabella Barker's
daughter Isabel Gould with four of
her nine children: Frank, Jack and
Stella (standing left to right) and
Gladys (born in 1902) on her lap.
Isabel was also the mother of
Leonard Gould (1906-1990), founder
of the well-known packaging
company that had a factory in
Pickering Street.
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MP for Maidstone
for four months

John Barker finally succeeded in becoming

Liberal Member of Parliament for Maidstone

in the October 1900 general election, with a

majority of 38 over the Conservative

candidate, Fiennes Stanley Wykeham

Cornwallis (the future 1st Lord Cornwallis

of Linton).

After the election Cornwallis

launched a petition against Barker and his

supporters, accusing them of bribing the

electorate. 

At a hearing in Maidstone in

February 1901, witnesses for Cornwallis

alleged that Barker attempted to bribe local

corn merchants George, Charles, John and

Frank Wakefield by offering them a large

order for oats for his horses in return for

their votes.

It was also alleged that Barker told

a Mr Epps that he would give him a contract

to stable his horses in the town during the

election campaign, if he would vote Liberal.

Barker was cleared of these

charges but many of his canvassers and

agents - including Levi Barker - were found

to have offered sovereigns and half-

sovereigns to about 100 voters. The judges,

Mr Justice Kennedy and Mr Justice Channell,

declared the result of the election null and

void.

After less than four months as an

MP, Barker was disqualified from voting or

for standing for parliament for seven years;

several of his supporters were disqualified

from holding public office for several years.

Three witnesses said Levi offered them

bribes.

Alfred Russell, a labourer from Old

Tovil Road, said that he was in the Liberal

committee room on the evening of the

election and recognised Levi 'because he has

the same affliction as myself, only one arm'. 

Levi told Russell and another man

to go and vote and when they returned they

were given a half-sovereign.

Lionel Ireland, a baker of No 4

Wheatsheaf Cottages, testified that Levi

called on him one morning and said, 'I could

give you ten shillings for your vote for my

brother, and if he gets in you shall have

another five'. 

Ireland asked for the money there

and then but Levi refused, saying: 'I won't

disappoint you. You see that I have only one

arm and if I disappoint you I hope I may lose

the other'.

Charles Orman, a waterman, said

that on polling day he had this conversation

with Levi: 

Barker: Have you voted yet?
Orman: No sir. 
Barker: Anything else? 
Orman: What is the figure?
Barker: Half a sovereign, and five bob if he gets
in.

Later, Orman said he wanted 'two

half quids' but Levi replied that he couldn't

afford it.

Levi denied the allegations but

after the hearing he was prosecuted for

contravening the Representation of the

People Act and sentenced to six months in

prison.
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Top picture: Levi and his daughter Dorothy
outside Shernold Cottage in about 1910. Left:
Levi with his four-month-old grandson, Henry
Levi Barker, in June 1923. Above: Harriet Wood's
marriage bond.
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In the ensuing by-election Sir Francis Evans surprisingly

held Maidstone for the Liberals with an increased majority of 193.

There is much around Loose here to remind us of the remarkable

Barkers. The foundation stone of Loose Baptist Church (now Loose

Church Centre) was laid by John Barker on January 25 1888. The

stone is badly eroded and Barker's name is barely legible.

Mount Pleasant, where Joseph and Isabella lived when they

moved to our area, survives as No 343 Loose Road. It was built in

about 1796 and was originally a farmhouse. 

Hill House, Joseph and Isabella's last home, is now No 673

Loose Road The front of the house is early 19th century; the rear is

older. 

In 1934, three years after Joseph died, the top storey was

damaged by fire and never rebuilt. 

Claras Villas are now Nos. 489-495 Loose Road and have a

stone dated 1861 on their front wall. We are not sure which, if any,

of the neighbouring cottages was No 3 The Mount.

Shernold Cottage was next door to Shernold Villas (Nos

471-473 Loose Road), became Shernold High School during the last

years of its existence, and was demolished to make way for

Lakelands, the Hanover Housing estate, in the 1970s. 

The school's gym was previously Shernold Cottage's

stables and is now a community hall.

There is still a Shernold School in Maidstone, in Queens

Avenue.

■ With thanks to Jill Coles, Robin Gould and Betty King
(descendants of Joseph and Ann Barker) for passing on their
research into the history of the Barker family and copies of
their family photographs.

Further reading: ‘The story of John Barker & Co. Ltd, Kensington, London’
(in ‘A Legend of Retailing: House of Fraser’) by Michael Moss and Alison
Turton (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1989)

Clockwise, from top left: (1) The foundation stone laid by John Barker at
Loose Baptist Church; (2) Hill House, once the home Joseph and Isabella
and their family, c. 1910; (3) Shernold Cottage’s former stables, now a
community hall; (4) Claras Villas, where the first of Levi and Harriet’s
children was born; (5) Mount Pleasant, where Joseph and Isabella lived
after they moved from Snodland.



‘Loose
Women’

still footloose
after 35 years

The Loose Women Morris dancing
team in its current guise was formed
in 1983 but its origins date back a
further five years. Gordon Newton
recalls the days when the fun began.

When I was a resident in Loose in 1978 and

the musician for the Boughton Monchelsea

Morris Dancers, I thought it would be a

good idea to form a Ladies' Morris Team.

The name was obvious - The Loose Women

- as my daughter Elaine and my wife Carol

were founder members, along with Zoe

Thornborough.

We developed a style that was

contemporary to the traditions of the

Morris dance. Our colourful and energetic

performance has since been copied by many

dance teams throughout the UK.

The rainbow coloured outfits

were introduced as no one in the team

could agree on a colour scheme, so I made

a rainbow-coloured jacket. That solved the

problem as it covered all colours!

The team's reputation grew and

we were invited to dance at the centenary

of The English Folk Dance and Song Society

in 1998 in front of the late HRH Princess

Margaret, who was very impressed by the

vitality of the performance of the dancers

and took the trouble to talk to all members

of the team.

Since then there have been many

memorable performances at festivals in the

UK and abroad. Many friends have been

made throughout the years.

I smile when I see some of the

new dancers, who were not born when the

team started, thoroughly enjoying the

experience of dancing as 'Loose Women'

and being part of a team. 

Our name is a registered trade

name although in recent times a TV

Company launched 'Loose Women' as a

programme, but their researchers will have

nothing to do with the real Loose Women. 

Earlier this year we filmed a

programme for Channel 5 with Chloe

Madely (daughter of Richard and Judy) who

danced as a Loose Woman. She thoroughly

enjoyed herself and now keeps in touch.

More details on 

http://www.loosewomen.org.uk 

Clockwise from above: 1 at Tutbury Castle in
2011; 2 founder member Zoe Thornburgh and
her team at Bodiam Castle in 1987; 3 one of
the early teams; 4 at Sidmouth in 1996.
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A vast Army training camp was set up on Coxheath in 1756 at the

beginning of the Seven Years War; again in 1778 and 1779 when

England was at war with America and France; and finally during the

Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815). The first camp accommodated about

12,000 men; the last, opened during preparations for the Battle of

Waterloo, had up to 17,000. There were also soldiers' wives and

officers' servants in the camp, and many interlopers and 'camp

followers'. 

Several histories of Coxheath Camp have been written but

one aspect of the story, how the soldiers were victualled, has never

been told. This is because, so far as we know, no details survive of

the contracts awarded to the farmers, traders and merchants who

supplied food and drink to a population that at one time was twice

that of Maidstone.

Consider the troops' staple diet: bread. From an account

written by Brigadier Charles Herbert, a retired Royal Engineers

officer, we know that in 1779 a soldier's weekly ration was 1½ loaves

'made of good English wheat'.

Above: a Kent smock mill, and clues in the local landscape to the sites of
Coxheath’s long-lost smock mills. Below: feeding soldiers at an Army camp,
c. 1808.

Flour power for
Army’s daily bread
on windy Coxheath
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A loaf weighed 6lb, so when the camp was at maximum strength its

bakers had to produce some 29,750 loaves, requiring about 80 tons

of flour, every a week. How many flour mills were needed to meet

the camp's demands? During its history there were three water-

powered corn mills only two miles away in the Loose Valley   Loose

Village Mill, Little Ivy Mill and Upper Crisbrook Mill - but it is

doubtful whether they alone could have coped, since they also had

to maintain supplies to their long-established regular customers.

There were, however, two windmills on the heath: East

Farleigh Mill, off Forstal Lane, and Boughton Monchelsea Mill, on

Haste Hill, both about a quarter of a mile north of Heath Road,

which bisected the camp.

According to the late John L Short, a local historian and

former clerk to Loose Parish Council, these mills supplied the

camp's flour. They were smock mills, common in Kent in the late 18th

century, and although we don't know their capacity, they too would

have been able to meet only part of the camp's demands.

England’s finest surviving working smock mill is Union Mill,

Cranbrook. This was capable of milling about two hundredweight of

flour an hour on perhaps three or four windy days a week in winter;

fewer in summer. Assuming Coxheath's mills were similar to Union

Mill, even in the most favourable conditions they would have

produced only a fraction of the camp's needs.

So who made up the shortfall? We can imagine cartloads of

flour being hauled to Coxheath from mills all over mid-Kent, or

perhaps from barges delivering flour from far away to wharfs on the

Medway in Maidstone.

This would have been an enormous logistical task, made

easier by the new turnpike road from Maidstone to Cranbrook that

passed through the middle of the heath at what is now Linton

Crossroads. Old Loose Hill, though, would have impeded progress.

This was not by-passed by Loose Viaduct until 1830, long after the

camp closed, and to enable heavy wagons to negotiate the hill 'haul

stones' (some of which survive) were erected at the side of the road

to avoid over-exerting the horses. 

This was done, some believe, by driving the horses part of

the way up the hill, lashing the wagons to the stones while the horses

rested, then moving on to the next stones in similar fashion until the

summit was reached. 

Above left: Maps showing Haste Hill Close, on the site of Boughton
Monchelsea Mill, and a detail from an 1842 Tithe Map. The windmill stood
on plot 80 (left). The dotted line marks the footpath to Heath Road. Above:
Haste Hill Close. What may have been the foundations of the windmill
were found in the back garden of one of the houses on the left. Below:
Detail from a late 18th century map, showing Coxheath’s windmills. Note
Clock House, Heath Road, at top right, Boughton Green bottom left and
the Turnpike Road (now the A229) to Cranbrook is in the centre.



However, some argue that chocks wedged

under the wheels would also have been

needed, as the stones could not have been

embedded firmly enough to withstand the

forces exerted by heavy wagons weighing a

ton or more.

There was much Army traffic on the hill

over a period of several decades: artillery

carriages; mounted cavalry; columns of

Hanoverian and Hessian troops; enlisted

British soldiers and volunteers; buglers and

drummers; King George III and Queen

Charlotte for a 'Grand Review' in 1778, and

'the Grand Old Duke of York' himself

(Prince Frederick), who attended an

exercise on the heath in 1804. 

The soldiers in their colourful

regimental uniforms would have been an

extraordinary sight among Loose's grey

ragstone cottages, as would the officers'

wives, dressed in regimental-style jackets

and hats adorned with cockades. 

'Sutlers' wagons piled high with

fresh fruit and vegetables and other

provisions would have been a regular sight.

Among the traders was a 'delightful, ruddy,

sun-burnt brunette' selling mutton pies, who

was inveigled into an officer's tent. Some of

his fellow officers loosened its pegs and it

was promptly blown away 'like a kite'.

Clearly, the wind on Coxheath did

more for the soldiers than grind their corn.

There were also caravans of 'camp

followers', including 'a tawdry deluge of

bedaubed girls' from Covent Garden and

two 'special young lovelies', Amy Lyon (who

later as Emma Hamilton became Lord

Nelson's mistress) and Jane Powell. 

Bored with working as

chambermaids in London they set off on a

spree to Coxheath where they flirted with

some sergeants but, keeping their wits about

them, 'accepted nothing more than ginger

beer'.

Loose had never seen anything like

it before, nor would again.

There are a  few clues in the local landscape

indicating where Coxheath's windmills were

situated. East Farleigh Mill was in an area

that became part of the parish of Coxheath

in 1964. Late 18th century maps show that

it stood near what is now the junction of

Mill Lane and Orchard Close, opposite

Wilberforce Road. Its last owner was Rev.

Percy Mason, though he was not a miller. The

mill was destroyed by fire in the 1830s, a

common fate of windmills due to their

flammable structures and dusty interiors,

constantly exposed to sparks from their

machinery.

The Mill House and three adjacent

cottages survived the fire and were the

homes of agricultural labourers and their

families. The 1861 census records that the

house was occupied by John and Lydia

Martin and their five sons; and by George

and Christiana Sears.

Their neighbours were George

and Hannah Streetfield at No 1 Mill

Cottages; Thomas and Matilda Snashall and

their three daughters and two sons at No 2;

and, next door, William and Jemima Mills and

their offspring Phillip, William and Richard.

The last owner of Mill House was

Fred Larking, who bought the property in

1910. In about 1930 he unearthed some

charred wheat while digging up rubble from

the foundations of the mill for a new path.

His predecessor, W Lane, lived there for

seven years and before him F Martin and his

father owned it for 70 years.

Similar rubble, discovered only last year in a

back garden on the east side of Haste Hill

Close, may have been from the foundations

of Boughton Monchelsea Mill, destroyed by

fire in 1858. For many years the mill was

worked by the Day family, who lived in Mill

House, a single-storied property later

known as Haste Hill Cottage. Its last miller

was David Day who died in 1901, leaving a

widow, Elizabeth, and daughter, Ann.

Six years after the mill was lost,

Haste Hill House was built on or near its

site. It was demolished many years ago and

the houses in Haste Hill Close were built

there in the 1970s. Windmill Court, about

two hundred yards to the east, is a

misnomer.

■ Further reading: 'Watermills and
Watermills of Kent' by William Coles
French (1933); articles by Julia Page in
'Loose Threads’ issues 1,2 and 4;
'Coxheath: a Brief History' (Coxheath
Parochial Church Council, 1994);
Articles on Coxheath Camp by
Brigadier C E M Herbert, CBE
(undated, kept in Loose Archives).
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From top of page: Undated sale particulars for
the miller’s house at East Farleigh Mill. Below
left: One of East Farleigh Mill’s cottages.
(Contributed by David Sendles) Below: Mill Lane
in 1950. The motorcyclist is John Burden riding
a classic AJS. (Contributed by David Sendles)



Houses on the hill Our article on Hill

House, Loose Road ('Loose Threads 10', page 38) prompted requests

for information about a property on Old Loose Hill with a similar

name built about 200 years earlier.

Olde Hill House (pictured below by Noel Gibbons) is a 17th

century building with timber-framing and decorative plasterwork. It

was once occupied as a 'dwelling house, shop and Post Office' by

Benjamin Shadgett, a carpenter, builder and shopkeeper, and had a

workshop and sawpit in its garden. 

In 1835 Shadgett became bankrupt and his property was auctioned

at the Bull Inn, Maidstone. The sale details offered a 'neat and

respectable cottage residence' on a site overlooking Island Meadow

(now Loose Cemetery) and, between Old Loose Hill and the

Turnpike Road (now the A229), an orchard, a meadow, a lime kiln, a

quarry, stables and an oasthouse with two kilns'.

Artist at Loose Art dealer Alan Hardcastle read

about Donald Maxwell ('Loose Threads 12') and told us he had

bought an original sketch of 'The Reculvers', signed by Maxwell, from

a house clearer in Westgate.

Sue Robotham, Maxwell's grand daughter, discovered that

the sketch and a copy of the book in which it was reproduced, 'A

Detective in Kent’, originally belonged to her mother.

'How on earth did the sketch and the book became

separated?', Sue wonders.

'My guess is that Donald presented the sketch to

somebody living locally to Reculver', said Alan. 'It was found in a shop

less than twelve miles from its subject. It is strange that I found this

drawing. 

‘On my computer I have stored a book, written using

edited articles on various churches in Thanet, written by a Victorian

surveyor and architect. 

'I planned to republish the articles under the name of the

author but have never got around to doing it.  One of the chapters

refers to Reculver. 

‘Perhaps this is my prompt to get this volume into

production. I will leave instructions for my wife or children to ensure

that the sketch eventually passes into the care of Herne Bay Museum

or the Reculver Visitors' Centre’.

Milling and treacle mining It

never ceases to amaze me how small this world is (writes Bill
Esland). My eldest son is a Mason in Weston-super-Mare and at

their weekly dinner the subject of 'Loose Threads' came up. The chap

next to him immediately showed interest because some time ago a

friend got the contract to demolish a mill in the Loose Valley and put

a replacement shaft into a waterwheel at another mill.

I think the two mills concerned were Lower and Upper

Crisbrook. The dinner companion asked me, 'What is the Treacle

Mine in Tovil?' [This is a well-known hoax - read about it in 'Loose Ends
4' on our website - Ed]

I used to devour books from the County Library. One of

them said later development work in the quarries above Straw Mill

Hill uncovered a skeleton which had residues of clothing revealing it

was of a soldier of the East India Company! 

My mother used to take all the children from Bockingford

to Boughton Quarries on picnic trips to eat warm home-made bread

rolls and brew tea over a little fire, with kettles filled with water at

one of the nearby Tudor houses. 

My mother's real reason for taking us there was to pick

blackberries which made the year's supply of jam. I gave special

attention to any mention of the quarries when browsing the library

books and can remember that the main reason given for their

existence was to make cannon balls for the One Hundred Years War.

[Can anyone verify the stories of the skeleton and the cannon balls? - Ed.]

Lost Loose fields Some years ago I came

across a local booklet which referred to an airfield at Coxheath

(writes Clive Cheeseman). This was a surprise as I hadn't come

across any references to it before. I therefore wrote to an airfield

historian who advised me that it had been set up in the First World

War, near Forstal Farm, as an emergency landing field for planes

operating out of Detling Airfield. 

It would have had no permanent buildings, just a few men

with tents and possibly a field telephone and a Very pistol to warn or

signal.

Detling Airfield opened in June 1915. How long the

emergency facility at Coxheath was available for use, and whether

any aircraft actually used it, are not known.  

My late father, Owen Cheeseman, played football until the age of 46

and cricket until just before he died aged 73. After moving to Loose

in 1973 he was involved with Loose Cricket Club. As a young man

he had played both sports for Yalding, where he grew up. 

At one time he told me about having played in his early

years somewhere near Boughton Mount and also possibly near

Rosemount, Linton Road.

I wonder where these earlier locations might have been, or

had he made a mistake? I remember going with him to a field south

of Linton Corner, about 200 yards down a footpath, where there was

a football pitch and tin hut changing room. 

[See page 46 of 'Loose Threads 12' for details of the cricket field at
Rosemount. Cricket was also played on George Foster Clark’s estate at
Boughton Mount - Ed.)
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They’re my grandparents!
Valerie Harris wrote to say that her

grandfather, George Potter and her

grandmother, Nell Tree, are standing side

by side in the back row of our picture of

Group 2 at Boughton Monchelsea School

on page 21 of 'Loose Threads 11'. 

'They were childhood sweethearts’, said Valerie, 'and were

married at Boughton Monchelsea in 1919. For the whole of their

married life they lived at Hill View, Green Lane, built in the garden of

Elm Villas, Nell’s childhood home. 

‘They had three children - Ena, May and Grace. After her

girls were married Nell was a cook at Boughton Monchelsea Primary

School. George was in the Royal Navy until he married, then became

a bricklayer with Lawrences of Barming and later a building inspector

with Maidstone Council’. 

Valerie's husband, David, said: 'The mystery roadsweeper

on page 17 of 'Loose Threads 12' is my father, Robert (Bob) Harris,

lengthsman in Loose from 1962 until about 1976'. 

David sent us the picture below of Bob at work in Church

Street and reminded us that in 1974 he unveiled the Loose village

sign - 'an accolade for him, as he was such a well-known figure in the

village'. 

Loose Bowls Club My father was captain of

Loose Bowls Club in 1952 (writes Jim Clinch). You have a picture

of him on page 169 of 'Loose & Linton: a Pictorial History' bowling

the first wood of the season. 

The sad thing was that Dad died on June 25, only a month

or so after the photo was taken. Up to the time of Dad's death my

mother would help Mrs Smith make teas for members and guests in

the pavilion.

Smith, Mercer and Meakin, also on page 169, were powerful

members of the club even 20 years after their win in the Kent

County Triples. There was a hierarchy of who would play whom and

of how the game should be played. 

In 'Loose Threads 10', page 7, you showed a photo of

William Peale's memorial in All Saints' Church. He was a great

benefactor to Maidstone Grammar School at the time of its removal

from Corpus Christi to Tonbridge Road in 1870-2. And I'm sure that

many who go to Peale Ward in Maidstone Hospital have no idea who

he was'.

Up on the Mount My 5x great grandparents,

John and Catherine Pillow, lived at Mount Ararat [pictured below

pre-1920] Tovil, from at least 1800 until their deaths in 1818 and

1836 (writes Peter Gibson). They are buried in the Anabaptist

burial ground at Tovil. Their son-in-law, John Wilson, took over part

of the property after their death. Apparently John Pillow was a

tanner by trade. Can anyone tell me anything about the history of

Mount Ararat, Tovil, prior to 1800? [We will be pleased to pass on any
information our readers can provide. - Ed.]

Cornwallis School Several readers helped

us identify most of the pupils in the picture of Mr Rozen’s class at

Cornwallis School in the 1960s (see 'Loose Threads 12' page 9). Left

to right, back row: (1) Cherry Atkinson, (2) Sally Davis, (3) Elaine

Guest or Linda (Fincken?), (4) Glynis Thompsett, (5) Robin Meads or

Peter Thorneycroft, (6) Colin Hart, (7) possibly John White, (8)

Christopher Holloway or Wesley Padham or Padgett. Centre row:

(1) Joseph Love, (2) Carol(e) Popham or Susan Burr, (3) Wendy

Langridge, (4) Mr Rozen, (5) Susan (or Barbara) Moon, (6) Wendy (or

Winifred) Smith, (7) Peter Smith. Front row (1) Sheila (or Cynthia)

Hayes, (2) Jean Brown, (3) possibly Rosemary Smitherman, (4)

Elizabeth Goodell, (5) Jennifer Packham, (6) John Peck, (7) Anthony

or Michael Barden.

George and Nell at their
Golden Wedding party
and (left) as childhood

sweethearts.



Good King George Several readers

suggested that our picture of Loose Court Lodge, Loose Road

('Loose Threads 11', page 31) was taken during celebrations for King

George V's Silver Jubilee, not his Coronation. 

Thanks to Jim Walder we reproduce here the message

written on the back of the picture postcard featured in the photo,

postmarked July 16 1911, a few weeks after the coronation.

Jim remembers helping his father, head gardener at Loose

Court, re-erect the lights (candles in glass jars) for the Coronation

of Queen Elizabeth 2 in 1953. 

Do you have any pictures of local events that celebrated

the Queen's coronation or her silver and golden jubilees?

'Please buy this house!' Thank you so

much for sending me 'Loose Threads 11' with the article about my

mother, Nancy Illingworth; it made me quite nostalgic about Loose

(writes Susan Watts).
Roy Hood rang the bells for our wedding at All Saints'

Church in 1964 and my mother always bought firewood from him. 

When my parents were considering whether or not to buy

The Limes my brother Anthony and I ran down the hill to look at the

Chequers and the stream and came back to tell them they had to

buy it!

Foster Clark My wife Judith and her mother

Rosemary Whitford (née Green) lived at Harts House, Boughton

Quarries [featured on the front cover of 'Loose Threads 11'] during

the war, courtesy of Hubert Foster Clark while he lived in his flat in

Chelsea (writes Harry Wooldridge).
Rosemary and her sister, Yvonne Thom, are the daughters

of Jack Barcham Green of Hayle Mill. Yvonne (94) lives in Loose Valley

Nursing Home and Rosemary, who is nearly 99, lives in her own

home in West Malling.

Rosemary first married Alan Clark, eldest son of Harry

Clark of Hayle Place. Sadly he was killed in July 1940 and Judith was

born in February 1941. 

That was when they moved to Harts House. After the war

Rosemary married Alan's 'best man', Jack Whitford, and they had

three daughters. 

Jack Barcham Green's son Remy took over Hayle Mill and

his grandson, Simon, followed him until recently.

Find my past Stephen Losey wrote from the USA

to say, 'I've seen family trees that trace our family history to Loose

and suggest we are named after the village. My 21st great grandfather

was Guillerme de Losse, born in Loose in 1250'. [In Guillerme's time
the lands of Loose and the surrounding area were owned by the
monastery at Canterbury Cathedral - Ed.]

We asked Dr Paul Cullen of the Bristol Centre for

Linguistics at the University of the West of England for his opinion of

the origin of Loose’s name: ‘It is recorded as "hlose" in the 11th

century and is from Old English "hlose - a 'shed, shelter, especially

pig-sty". I imagine Loose's position alongside the A229 heading south

past Linton towards Marden is significant. Perhaps Loose played a

role in penning swine ahead of their being driven into the Weald for

pannage along an Anglo-Saxon droveway'.

Missing airman Pieter Schlebaum, a history

teacher in The Netherlands, asks if anyone can help him trace

relatives of Sgt Pilot John Harold Lucking (21) of 142 Squadron, Royal

Air Force, son of Harold George and Edith Lucking, of Loose. He was

killed on a bombing operation over Germany on November 30

1941. Email Peter at PieterSchlebaum@gmail.com

Monchelsea’s miracle Sarah Tomkin’s

memorial inscription on her gravestone (above) in St Peter's

Churchyard, Boughton Monchelsea, records that 'having been blind

for 12 years was restored to sight on Oculie Sunday Third Sunday in

Lent 19th March 1853.' 

Oculie Sunday is so named because Psalm 25 'Mine eyes are

ever to the Lord' is applied to this Sunday. Have you come across any

unusual ‘MIs’ in our local churchyards?

For the record   
Re: ‘Loose Threads 11’

Page 11
The man holding the shield in the darts team at the William

Wilberforce pub is Harry Saywood or Seywood. Our thanks to Brian

Shoebridge for this information.

Page 12
William Wilberforce visited his second son Robert at East Farleigh,

not Henry, who was his youngest son. 

Page 20
The name of Nancy Foster's son was Roger, not Frank.  

Page 26
The 'unidentified friend' in the picture at the foot of the page is Keith

Burton, who once worked at Alabaster Passmore, Tovil.
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Pointers to our past

Les the coalman Our article on The Star pub

in ‘Loose Threads 11’ prompted Gordon Kitchenham to send us this

picture of Les Kitchenham, a haulage contractor and coal merchant,

who lived Heathville, Linton Road, and had a yard behind the

property.

Heathville was originally the Upper Star public house and

was converted into a four-bedroom house which became the home

of the Kitchenham family - Les, his wife Dorothy (‘Dolly’ and their

sons Gordon and Derek. It was demolished in the 1980s to make

way for the access road into what is now Carman's Close. 

'Dad had about 500 customers', said Gordon, 'and worked

hard driving his lorry and carrying sacks of coal on his back despite

losing his left forearm in a traction engine accident at Tilbury Quarry,

off Armstrong Road, when he was 21.

'During the war he converted what had been the pub's

beer cellar, which had walls four feet thick, into an air raid shelter for

the family and neighbours.

'We often had to use it, especially one night when 19

bombs were dropped. One exploded on the opposite side of Linton

Road, another behind our back garden, three in Piper's Wood and

the rest on Herts Farm’.

Percy’s memories Our reference to

Pickerings' Garage on page 45 of 'Loose Threads 11' prompted Percy

Thorne to recall that he worked there from 1958 until 1968 when

it was known as Harvey's Garage, owned by Geoffrey Harvey, whose

daughter Shirley ran the office.

Percy dispensed Cleveland Discol petrol (by the gallon of

course, not litres!) and worked with Arthur White, a foreman who

left to become chauffeur to Joan Foster Clark, who had been

married to Charles Greenbank Pickering, a previous owner of the

garage.

Our picture, contributed by Sally Carss from her late

husband John's collection, shows the garage in the days when the

premises next door, on the corner of Cripple Street, were C H

Hobday's grocery shop. The sites of the two businesses in question

are now occupied by a branch of Lloyds TSB and Intec Ltd.

Wander up Old

Loose Hill and you’ll

pass two features of

our local landscape

that have recently

been ‘spruced up’.

At the foot

of the hill the scruffy

metal direction sign,

probably more than

50 years old, that sat

on top of a neglected

patch of long grass

has been replaced

with a traditional oak

sign.

The project

was inspired by a

photograph taken

about 100 years ago

showing the leafy

view from the

junction of Church

Street, with a

traditional fingerpost

direction sign clearly in evidence.

‘We decided to fund a replacement’, said Catherine Kenny

of the LAA’s Heritage and Environment Committee. ‘With the

support of the parish council and permission from Kent Highways

we ordered the new sign from Jakk Country Furniture Designs and

prepared the area in October. Jakk installed it and in March Maureen

Murton and I planted the bed around it with English lavender’.

At the top of the hill, on Loose Green, stands a public telephone box,

one of thousands of

‘K6s’ erected from

1935 until 1960. 

The type

was designed by Sir

Giles Gilbert Scott to

commemorate King

George V’s Silver

Jubilee. 

Thousands

were erected all over

Britain but now, sadly,

they are gradually

disappearing. 

Thanks to

the LAA and Loose

Parish Council, our

K6 has been

refurbished and the

area around it

planted with sedum.
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In 'Loose Threads 12' Maureen Barcham
Green told the story of the origin of the

mill. Here she tells how John Green

expanded the business.

John, a wheelwright by trade, came late to

papermaking. It was not until he married

Ann Turner in 1800 that he learned the craft

and business of papermaking while working

for his father-in-law, William Turner, at

Chafford Mill, near Tonbridge. He was

already 46 years old when he finally acquired

the means to purchase the freehold of Hayle

Mill and it is difficult to determine how he

managed to raise the necessary funds to

complete the purchase. 

He may have received some

financial help from the Turner family and

members of his own family may have helped

as well. The Indenture laying out the terms

of the purchase cites John Green's brother,

'Samuel Green of Sevenoaks in the said

County of Kent of the fourth part, builder'

as guarantor for his brother and over a

period of time Samuel was called upon to

invest large sums in the business.

The Mill was being sold during a

period of severe economic recession and it

is probable that John Green benefited from

a general lack of interest by other potential

investors. In a privileged position as sitting

tenant, he managed to secure the freehold

purchase of what was a technologically

advanced two vat paper mill, in a prime

location, at a good price. However, the

purchase of the Mill did not come without

an element of risk. Stiff competition from

other well-established mills, all vying for the

same contracts, would have been a challenge

for any manufacturer; least of all one who

had only recently set out on his own. 

John would have been aware that

by 1817 there were already 30 paper

machines in production in Britain, resulting

in a decline in the number of traditional vat

mills. Still, at this early date what the

machine could offer by way of reduced

manpower and speed of production was

often tempered by its physical limitations. A

number of improvements would be

necessary before the paper machine began

to undermine the vat trade seriously.

In 1818 Alexander Cowan and his

son, Charles, of Valleyfield Mills, Scotland,

visited Hayle Mill. Charles Cowan noted in

his memoire that they received a most

'cordial welcome from Messrs Green' and

further observed the fine quality of papers

made on site. That a manufacturer of

Cowan's stature included in his itinerary a

visit to Hayle Mill suggests that the mill had

already gained recognition in the trade and

that John Green had managed to build a

reputation for the manufacture of fine paper

within a relatively short period of time.

The Cowan family converted a

large portion of their production to

machine in 1824. Once the conversion of

their mills had been completed, remaining

requests for handmade orders were

contracted out to Hayle Mill, as well as

several other vat mills. For the Green family

this visit was to prove the beginning of what

was to become a long and productive

association between the two businesses. 

Further indications of the Green

family's success can be found in the 'Victoria

History of the Counties of England', which

informed readers that 'in 1823 John Green

& Co. were making "superior paper" at

Otham Mills, Boxley'. Apparently

papermaking for the Green family had

proved profitable enough to warrant

expanding their holdings. As was typical of a

family enterprise of this nature, any profit

made was usually re-invested in the

business. With his sons John and Charles

coming of age, he had leased a second paper

mill, Otham Mill, at £420 per annum, from

the then owners Thomas Pine and Edward

Davis. This second mill was intended for

John Green junior who later employed his

younger brother, Charles, to help run the

business. 

Adding to his investment in Otham

Mill, by 1826 John Green had also leased

Bockingford Mill, upstream from Hayle Mill,

paying the owner, Mr Habgood, £120

annually for use of the premises.

Bockingford Mill was used to store and

process rag material into half-stuff. After the

rags used to make the paper were partially

broken down, cleansed, bleached and rinsed

by the breakers at Bockingford Mill, the

resulting half-stuff was then transferred in a

wet state to Hayle Mill whose rag engines

completed the job. Not only had two other

mills been leased and equipped, a third vat

and Hollander beater were installed at Hayle

Mill : another sign that the business was

flourishing. 

Throughout this period the family

further increased its holdings by erecting six

cottages on land bordering the mill pond.

These cottages were then rented to families

working at the mill. 

The Green family's programme of

sustained expansion required capital and it is

evident that a large portion of the funding

was not derived from their business profits

alone. Instead the family had secured a

series of loans with significant sums

borrowed on what was still a heavily

mortgaged mill. Although John Green had

managed to reduce the overall debt by 1824,

an entry in one of the account books

records that by 1833 further sums of money

had been borrowed, including £1,050 from a

Mr P Golding, as well as £350 borrowed

from a Mr Woodsmans. These last two

transactions may represent the amount

required to purchase and install a

Fourdrinier paper machine at Otham Mill. 

A later inventory taken in 1835

includes the family holdings at Otham Mill

and values the 'stock, machine & furniture' at

£6,994 7s 6d. Hayle Mill, including six

cottages, was valued at £7,500, with the mill

equipment alone valued at £901 6s.

By investing in a Fourdrinier

machine it appears that John Green junior

was eager to embrace new technologies

while his father continued traditional

papermaking at Hayle Mill. It is probable that

both of John Green's sons had long intended

to invest in a machine, having been

influenced by the installation of a

Fourdrinier by John Pine in the spring of

1822 at Lower Tovil Mill. 

Aside from his enthusiasm for

machine-made paper, John Green was also

one of many engaged in the continuing

search for alternative fibre sources, as rag

shortages had become critical. Competition

for supplies of linen and cotton waste from

abroad created acute shortages which highly

inflated the price of raw materials. The

market was rapidly expanding and the

amount of available rag material could not

service the present rate of demand. 

A History of Hayle Mill: Part Two



Enthusiastic and ambitious

entrepreneurs, including John Green junior,

embraced straw as the papermaking fibre of

the future. Straw was a readily available,

renewable crop which yielded a good supply

of workable fibre, provided an economically

viable technique could be found to extract

the cellulose.  Unfortunately, his continuing

programme of invention, investment and

expansion was to play a large part in the

Green family's eventual downfall.

One of John Green's surviving

notebooks is an 'Account of Stock taken July

18 1835'. The notebook contains a complete

inventory of all the holdings and equipment

belonging to the family, as well as an

estimate of current value. No item escaped

consideration, including 112 ducks and

chickens valued at £5 12s. The inventory also

reveals that a not inconsiderable amount of

stock was retained at the mill. A further

entry listed under the heading 'Rags at Hayle

Mill' and 'Rags at Mason's Wharf' is valued at

£2,433 18s 3d. The rag material stored in

warehouses nearby does not necessarily

mean that the rags were being kept in store

solely for use by either of the family's mills.

The demand for linen and cotton waste

resulted in a good deal of speculation on the

part of anyone who knew the trade and was

in a position to benefit from it. 

Aside from quantities of rags,

additional stocks of shavings, bullock's feet,

alum, soda, manganese, soap and China clay

amounted to another £2,313 7s 1d. At the

time of this stocktaking it is apparent that

the family had £4,747 5s 4d worth of capital

tied up in raw materials alone, a large

portion of which was stored in rented

accommodation at Mason's Wharf on the

Medway. These stock items were itemized

over and above the amount of 'Book Debts

including Cash and Acceptances', which

made up the main part of John Green &

Sons' current assets, and they still owed

£10,560 7s 6d, under 'Mortgages, Bonds and

Notes of Hand Acceptances to Various

Persons, Simple Contract Debts'.

Instead of prudently working

towards a reduction of their mortgage and

borrowings, they had actually incurred more

debt in order to expand and improve the

business, much of which was arranged

through a series of loans in 1833.

Although the final estimate of the

family businesses determined they were

worth an impressive £17,771 6s 10d [see

inventory on previous page], it is the

liquidity of the assets listed which really

counted. Unfortunately the family retained

little in the form of available cash reserves.

From the information contained in this

summary it is not difficult to conclude that

both businesses were at risk, owing to what

appeared to be potentially serious cash flow

problems. Both the £4,644 10s 6d owed to

them by other businesses and the £10,560

7s 6d owed by them were significant

amounts. More worrying was the fact that if

the mill was faced with any crisis, the family

would find themselves in a difficult position,

unable quickly to convert assets into cash

without devaluating the goods in question

by selling them at a discount under duress. 

Added to the final sum, there also

appears to be £6,820 of securities owed on

other properties but these are not

described in any detail. Whether this latter

sum represented investment relating to

Otham Mill, Bockingford Mill or the six

cottages cannot be determined as many of

the records covering this period have not

survived.

By 1838 the family was in deep

financial trouble. According to a letter

written by Isabella Green, daughter of

Henry Green (John Green's eldest son)

their branch of the family attributed the

downfall of both businesses to John Green

junior whose interest in alternative fibres

came at a high price: ‘My brother [Phillip

Green] was educated at home by my father

who had a small private school which he

began when his father's business became

less good. I have understood that the cause

of his business not doing well was caused by

his second son believing that he was

discovering better ways of paper making and

he stopped the work on the profitable old

ways to try out his experiments. I was told

by my cousin Henry Powell that many of the

new ideas were clever and promising but the

fault lay in interrupting the regular work’.

This account intimates that in

order to pursue his own interests, John

Green junior had also commandeered Hayle

Mill, cutting back production at his father's

mill in order to undertake further

experiments to find alternative fibre sources

there. 

While the Greens contemplated a

means by which they could salvage their

situation, other mills were experiencing

hardship due to the ferocity of the winter of

1838. Records show that temperatures that

year were so severe that the waterwheels

froze and mills were forced to cease

production. Freezing temperatures, frost and

deep snow are mentioned in the diaries of

the papermaker James Simmons. By the

twelfth of January, he wrote: ’the water

wheels much frozen up and half stuff so

frozen that we cannot Bleach it'. 

Paper left in cold wet lofts was

prone to mildew and much of the stock that

winter had to be destroyed.

For the Green family, the adverse

conditions were to prove disastrous.

Overburdened with debt, with their existing

stock vulnerable to damage and little hope

of generating more, by August 14 1838 they

found themselves proclaimed bankrupt in

local and national papers. A notice posted in

the 'Maidstone Journal & Kentish

Advertiser', October 30 1838, announced

the pending auction of equipment and goods

at Otham Mill: ‘’All the Stock and

implements of Trade, a Paper Making

Machine, 2 Glazing Machines, and Gear

Work complete, and various other

machinery Household Furniture, and Effects,

& c., of Messrs. J. and J. Green, Paper

Manufacturers, (under an extent from the

Crown, and distress for rent.)’.

John Green junior was not only in

arrears for rent, he owed Customs and

Excise as well. What had happened to the

Green family was that they had so over-

extended their borrowing that father and

son remained both in arrears for rent, and

could not meet their obligation to pay the

duty on the paper that had already been

sold. The family now faced losing everything

that they had worked for over a period of

20 years, including the roof over their heads.

If the money raised under duress did not

cover the money owing, both John Green

senior and junior faced spending a spell in a

debtors' prison, leaving the rest of their

family no option save the poor house.

The auction notice for Otham Mill

was quickly followed by the posting of

another set of particulars for the auction of

Hayle Mill on October 3 1838. The mill and

equipment are described in some detail,

including the family furniture and pictures.

Although particulars were made available

for both mills, only the equipment and

chattels from Otham Mill were actually

auctioned with the money raised from this

sufficient to cover the money owed by the

business. 

The lease of Otham Mill was taken

over by the Hollingworth brothers of Turkey

Mill. They purchased all of the equipment at

Otham Mill, including the Fourdrinier

machine which they had removed and

installed at Turkey Mill in 1846. The auction

of Hayle Mill, on the other hand, never took

place. Instead, John Green's brother, Samuel,

was able to raise the necessary funds

required to refinance and purchase his

brother's business.

Maureen will continue her history of
Hayle Mill in our next issue.
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Loose School celebrated its centenary

during the week of June 25 - 29 2012,

commemorating the official opening of the

school in 1912 (writes Liz Tristram). The

children made colourful bunting, each

pennant with a different design. Every class

produced a wall display depicting changes in

the last 100 years, with themes such as

hairstyles, transport, music, fashion and film. 

There was also a large history

exhibition displaying 100 artefacts from the

last 100 years. Artefacts were loaned to us

by Maidstone Museum and Loose Area

History society. The exhibits included

children's costumes, magazines from every

decade, toys from the past and war

memorabilia such as a gas mask designed for

a baby. 

The week began with staff and

children (pictured above) dressing in

Edwardian costume and learning more

about everyday life and education in 1912.

One group constructed a model of how the

school looked during this period. Every child

took part in making four large mosaics that

have been added to the end wall of the

newly built music room block. The four

mosaic themes chosen by the pupils were

Sport, Learning, the new School Federation

and the Centenary.

As our centenary year coincided

with the Queen's Diamond Jubilee week we

had a 1950s day when children and staff

dressed in Fifties' clothes and there was a

wonderful array of great hairstyles and wigs

worn to match their outfits.

The week concluded with each

year group performing a song or dance

routine, from a chosen decade, on the

school field. The children loved learning how

to do such dances as the Charleston and the

Lambeth Walk. During the afternoon the

school was open to past pupils and staff. It

was really wonderful to see so many familiar

faces from the past, such as Peter

Harrington, a former headmaster.

There was a great deal of

reminiscing and lots of laughter that

afternoon, particularly from those who were

able to find themselves in the old school

photo albums!

Memories rang a bell

I was very interested to read the articles

about Loose School in 'Loose Threads 12'

and particularly the reminiscences of Pauline

Sankey (writes Richard Cannacorr). The

name rang a bell with me and I looked more

closely at the photograph of the 1960 class,

only to see myself in the photograph! I'm

second from the right in the back row.

Like Pauline I remember Mr Wyles

(who I believe died in a cricketing accident),

and the PE lessons in the King George V

playing field. I was the fastest sprinter in my

class and very surprised when I went to the

Boys' Grammar School the next year, that

there were several faster runners than me in

the intake that year.

I also remember the solar eclipse

[September 1960 - Ed.] and a wartime air-

raid siren opposite the school.

School looks back one hundred years

1 Sharon Hazelwood 2 Jean Lerpiniere 3 Clare
Hancock 4 Sue North 5 Sue Dunn 6 Debbie
Wells 7 Sue Parker 8 Linda Campbell 9 Jackie
Nolan 10 Emilie Damien 11 Carly Wright 12
Danny Miles 13 Ingrid Dutch 14 Darren Flisher
15 Ben Farley 16 Angie Hopper 17 Lesley
Thomas 18 Chris Startup 19 Jenny Whitlock 20
Jean Williams 21 Sarah Holman 22 Zoe Stemp
23 Branwen Taylor 24 Julia O’Callaghan 25
Sarah Bennosan 26 Elizabeth Tristram 27
Emma Ridout.
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I lived in Amsbury Road, Coxheath and

caught the bus from Coxheath with my

older sister, who went to Oldborough. 

I also remember the school

uniform, with the bright red cap, which my

mum found useful to see me coming when I

was walking home. 

One made earlier

The sampler (right), made at the first Loose

School on Malt House Hill in 1855, was

displayed during the centenary. It was the

work of Mary Baker when she was about

seven years old and the text embroidered

on it reads: Mary Baker Loose School June

1855/Lord permit thy gracious name to
stand/As the first effort of an infant hand/And
while her tender fingers on the canvas
move/Engage her thought to see thy love/With
thy dear Children let her have a part/And write
thy name thyself upon her heart. (Photo

contributed by Noel Gibbons)

Their Alma Mater

Several former pupils of Loose School

became well-known in later life, including

Martin Brockman, decathlete, winner of a

bronze medal in the Decathlon in 

the 2010 Commonwealth Games

(http://www.martinbrockman.com): Kelsie

Gibson, Olympic and Paralympic rower,

member of Great Britain’s Adaptive Rowing

Development Squad: Tom Riley, television,

film and theatre film actor; starred in

‘Monroe’, ’Bouquet of Barbed Wire’ and

‘Lost in Austen’ (visit www.tom-riley.com):

and Aaron Sidwell, actor, best known for

playing Steven Beale in ‘Eastenders’.

Vincent John McKeown, poet, who died in

2009, is also believed to have been an ex-

Loose pupil. He suffered from multiple

sclerosis. A ‘fantastical graphic biography’ and

online comic strip set partly in Loose

supports the Vincent John McKeown

Memorial Fund. 

Details on www.vincentfund.org.uk/comic 

and http://charlescutting.com

Can you add to this list?

Above: Liz Tristram and her daughter Charlotte
in Edwardian and 1950s’ styles. Below: part of
the school’s centenary exhibition.
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The picture on the cover of

'Loose Threads 12' was

originally published in 1945 and

showed the Bockingford Arms

and its adjacent Coach House

(writes John M Webb). Not

many people know was that

there was a small engineering

works there, known as Taffy

Jones's Garage.

T E Jones came to

Bockingford in the late 1920s.

Before 1939 the business would

have been mainly repairing and

servicing motor vehicles but

Taffy was also involved with

motor racing. He was associated

with John and Richard Bolster,

well known motor racing

enthusiasts. I do not know what

Taffy's role in the partnership

was, or whether it was business

or pleasure. I suspect it was

both. 

The Bolster Brothers

mostly competed in time trials

(hill climbs) but they also tested

at Brooklands and raced at

Donnington. I found a tail end

section of a racing car in the

stores one day.

I was five years old in

1939, a few days after war was

declared, and my memories date

from that time. I first met Taffy

after I had fallen off my bike and

cut my lip quite badly; he took

me to the hospital to get

patched up.

The Coach House,

across the yard from the pub,

was on a sloping site against

what is now Bockingford Lane -

always known as Farm Hill. The

lower section of the building

was single storey with a high

vaulted roof; the upper section

was two storey. 

This provided two

separate workshops, each

accessed from the yard by large

double doors and

interconnected by a short

staircase. The upper workshop

had a staircase leading to a

second floor.

The lower section was

the original machine shop and

consisted of about five centre

lathes, a horizontal milling

machine, a large pillar drill and a

bar saw. All these except the

saw were driven by an overhead

shafting system and long leather

belts and dated from the first

war. There were two

workbenches either side of the

double doors; one was given

over to a 'white metalling' set

up, for casting new bearings, and

a brazing set.

Until about 1940 the

upper section was a large open

space where motor vehicles and

possibly racing cars could be

worked on under cover, but

about that time Taffy acquired

some additional machines. Of

these, a new large Mitchell

centre lathe and a large

horizontal milling machine were

located in the upper section and

needed only a power supply.

Taffy persuaded an old

friend, Arthur Maxted ('Mac'), to

leave Drake & Fletcher and

work at Bockingford. They had

known each other since shortly

after the first war when they

were apprentices at Tilling-

Stevens.

I suspect that before

the war Taffy employed only one

or two people. As young men

they would have been 'called up'

quite quickly. He needed

personnel and employed staff

who were too young to be

conscripted. In those days boys

left the Council Schools, as they

were called, at age 14 and Taffy

employed a number of them. 

I can recall a few

names: George Body and

Charlie Collins, both from

Loose, and Alan Thorne from

Busbridge Road. There was also

an older man, George Smart,

from Loose. He was a fitter and

with Taffy was responsible for

the white metalling as well as

general fitting. 

My father, Ernest, had

worked at Hayle Mill but when

demand for hand-made paper

dried up he was laid off. He

found a job at Tovil Mill, on shift

work, which allowed him to

work part time for Taffy until he

was called-up in late 1941.

Taffy was very astute.

He realized that as the war

gathered pace spare parts

would be unobtainable - not

simply motor spares but any

mechanical parts. All the large

engineering factories and the

sub-contractors that supplied

them went over to essential

supplies for the war effort. If

you had a problem with

mechanical plant or equipment

you had to make-do or mend.

This is where Taffy came in. He

could make or recondition the

parts for you. 

Typically, brake drums

were skimmed, water pumps

were reconditioned, new shafts

were made, 'big ends’ were re-

metalled. He must have stock

piled tube and bar stock

because he always seemed to

have adequate supplies of raw

materials. Maidstone had a

number of cast iron and non-

ferrous foundries and a lot of

work came from them.

I was one of five boys

living in Bockingford, all about

the same age. None of the

others spent time in the garage

- perhaps their mothers warned

them off. My mother, Molly, and

her younger sister Grace both

worked there during 1943-44.

They were both very practical

women and quickly acquired the

skills necessary to operate a

centre lathe.

It was about this time

that Taffy obtained a Herbert

Capstan Lathe, which could

reproduce components in

significant quantities to produce

things like wheel nuts, special

studs and pipe. This led to a War

Ministry contract and the

Bockingford workers’
war winning ways

Above, from left, back row: Taffy Jones, Alan Thorne, George Body, G Turk,
Arthur Maxted; front row: Grace Spain, Molly Webb, Charlie Collins. 
Below: removing a Denbigh milling machine shortly before the workshop
closed in 1955.
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garage was soon producing

components for the Merlin

aeroengine that powered the

Spitfire and the Lancaster,

among others. 

Ron Earl, another ex-

Drake & Fletcher man and a

skilled capstan setter/operator,

joined Taffy about this time.

As the war came to an

end and petrol became available

cars were brought out of

storage. Many of them had not

been used for five years and

needed attention. Taffy saw this

coming and acquired an

American portable cylinder

borer. This sat on the stripped

cylinder block and bored out

worn cylinders for either

oversized pistons or cylinder

liners. 

The beauty of this

machine was that you could

leave the block in the car, just

stripping the top and bottom of

the engine. Taffy travelled all

over Maidstone and district

with his machine and sometimes

I went with him. 

In the winter of 1945-

46 John Bolster turned up at

Bockingford driving a much-

modified ex WD Jeep. I always

suspected that John Bolster

wanted to pick up where he and

Richard had left off. Taffy now

had a family, had a business to

manage through the transition

to peacetime, and the answer

must have been 'no'. 

As I have said, Taffy was

an astute business man but he

was also a nice guy, very

generous of spirit. Bockingford

is a small hamlet, about half mile

from the nearest bus stop -

either at Tovil or on Loose

Road. Taffy had the only car, the

garage had the only telephone,

and in emergencies both were

freely made available. The garage

regularly received and delivered

messages. 

Taffy and Mac were

very influential in my choice of

engineering as a career. I joined

Tilling-Stevens as an apprentice

in August 1950. Almost

immediately it was announced

that the Rootes Group would

take over the company. Prior to

that a stock-check was

required. The whole of the tool

room, where I was working, was

required to down tools and go

stock-checking. We spent a

week counting components and

recording the result on bin

cards. It was very boring work

and of course the inevitable

happened. A week or so later I

was summoned along with two

older men by the works

manager. We were greeted quite

civilly, handed three bin cards

with our signatures on them,

and asked to go and check them

and return. We were shown the

requisite bins by the amused

storekeepers and sure enough

they were wrong - in my case by

a  factor of ten. 

We returned to the

works manager's office where

he called us all the names he

could lay his tongue to. He also

pointed out what dire straits

would befall the company if our

figures had been relied on. I was

beginning to wonder if I still had

a job when he waved us away

with 'get out of my sight'. 

A few days later I

relayed this experience to Taffy

and Arthur. Taffy said, 'the works

manager - what is his name?'

When I told him he said, 'We

know him, don't we Arthur? If

he ever does that to you again,

ask him who was the apprentice

who almost got the sack for

making umbrella stands out of

artillery shell cases'.

As he walked away,

chortling to himself, 'Mac'

quietly remarked, 'I wouldn't if I

were you. Just keep your head

down'.

Within a few years the

Bockingford Arms was sold and

Taffy had to vacate the Coach

House. He left Bockingford in

1955 and transferred the

operation to a new building at

the far end of College Avenue. It

stayed there for almost 35

years. In 1988 the business

moved to Herefordshire. Taffy

had a connection with that

county and regularly returned

there. I suspect that he was

going home. The business is still

trading today, run by his eldest

son Richard. 

My great regret is that

I missed the passing of both Taffy

and Mac. They were both much

older than me but were good

friends to a young lad growing

up. 

My thanks to Richard, John
and David, the sons of Taffy
Jones, for their help while I
was writing this article.

Top of page: John Webb on Arthur
Maxted’s Royal Enfield motorbike.
Centre: John and Richard Bolster’s
‘Bockingford Bolster Special’ racing
car in the workshop. Left: the
former workshop in 2013, now
Bockingford Barn.
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For many years my father Harry walked daily to work from Loose

and back at night as there was no transport at that time. He was

employed by Edmores, builders and carpenters, in King Street,

Maidstone.

My two grandfathers, Neremiah Partridge and George

Henry Graham, lived in Loose and were deacons of Loose Baptist

Chapel. Mr Graham had been largely instrumental in raising funds for

the building of the chapel, which opened for worship on July 11,

1888. My mother, Gertrude, was the organist at that time. 

Neremiah was a skilled wood carver and cabinet maker

and supplemented his income by keeping the Post Office and

General Store in Loose, which occupied the same place as today but

moved after his death, and returned later to its present site.

After we moved from Loose to Maidstone my sister

Dorothy and I would sometimes be met from Sunday School by my

parents and taken on the tram to Loose. My father enjoyed a walk

around the village, having a chat with old friends and visiting his

brother Albert and his wife Jenny. Shortly after Albert died (it must

have been about 1922, when I was 15 or 16) my mother took me to

tea with my aunt. We walked down the hill to The Chequers and

turned right across The Brooks to Kirkdale and the bottom of

Penfold Hill. There, on the right, were three old houses, now

converted [Tylers]. Just past here, on the left, were the little cottages

where my aunt lived [in Bridge Street]. They were joined in a terrace

and made entirely of lapped weatherboard, built on a ragstone

foundation. 

We crossed the narrow wooden bridge over the stream to

her front door, which opened directly into a room with a window

‘True anecdotes of my early teenage youth’ 
Alec Partridge
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overlooking the water. My aunt, who was wearing a shiny black dress

fastened high at the neck, greeted us warmly and was soon in

animated conversation with my mother. She was a thin lady with a

voice to match; kindly, pleasant and glad to see us. We were seated

comfortably and after more chit-chat mother and aunt went to the

kitchen to prepare tea. I was left alone and proceeded to take stock

of my surroundings.

The room was small and cosy, with comfortable chairs and

a glowing coal fire in the small black-leaded grate. Various Victorian

ornaments adorned the high black overmantle, which was fringed

with a tasselled piece of bright tapestry. The room had an air of

peace and tranquillity, undisturbed by the faint sound of voices

coming from the kitchen. The only other sound to break the stillness

was the muffled murmur of the brook outside as it swirled past the

front door on its way to the mill, now silent in its decline. 

Small wonder that I relaxed into a state of somnolent ease,

and in this dream state began to people the home with events of the

past, until brought back to reality by the arrival of tea and toast. It

was on this visit that my aunt told me she was born in the house

next door and lived there until she was married in 1891, when she

moved one house along to the left, her present abode. 

She was one of a large family and said that, when a child,

she and the other members of her family had difficulty sleeping if the

chattering of the mill across the road stopped for any reason

My aunt's maiden name was Wood, from a large family with

several descendants still living locally. Bill Wood was the local radio

repairer and repository of the local gossip, which he would pass on

to me whenever I felt inclined to seek him out - usually after hours

in the back parlour of The Chequers, which George Cook and his

wife Nell ran at that time. 

When still a boy, Bill would call at our home in Maidstone

after visiting the West Kent Hospital for treatment to his hand which

he had trapped in the sluice gate opposite The Chequers. 

My father spoke to me of the Bedford brothers, Jack and

William, the tearaways of the village one hundred years ago. They

lived in a cottage at the end of The Brooks that appeared to be

surrounded by water. My dad had seen them swim the length of the

brook, fully clothed, climb out on to the left bank into the hop fields,

and have a punch-up with the East End hop pickers. 

It was difficult to find work at this time and many of the

village boys joined the Army and the Navy. The Bedfords joined the

Army. Jack, the steadier one, became an officer; my father had seen

him striding across The Brooks in a tricorn hat sporting white plumes. 

William became a sergeant and pranced around the village

in his red uniform, but was eventually dismissed from the service

through insubordination. He was employed later as a strong-arm

man at the Walnut Tree pub, which in those days was an unruly place,

especially on Saturday nights when it filled up with quarrymen from

Boughton Quarries.

On one of my visits a small dapper gentleman, sporting a

neat imperial beard, stopped and spoke to my father near the yew

tree in Loose Churchyard. I saw him approaching, slightly bent, with

bright, restless blue eyes and using a stick. He pointed a long, bony

index finger at my dad and said, 'I know you, you're Dick Partridge'.

My father explained that Dick was his older brother and that he was

Harry Partridge. 'That was Jack Bedford', my father told me.

My dad also spoke of the Penfolds of Old Loose Court and

said that, when hop picking there with his mother, she pointed out

to him the last of the Penfolds, now down on his luck and working

as a labourer on his family's former estate. 

My mother was friendly with the Boon family, who lived in

a detached house at the top of Penfold Hill near its junction with

Lancet Lane. Mr Boon was the bailiff at Old Loose Court. We often

went to tea with the family. There were three sons - Reg, ‘Cliff ’ and

Stanley and a daughter, Bessie. 

During the last war, when my wife and I lived in Lancet Lane,

we would often visit The Chequers. An interesting group of people

could always be found in the saloon bar. There was Tommy Thompson,

a retired Royal Marines staff sergeant, in his splendid uniform, recalled

as a recruiting sergeant; Mr Bennett, a suave ex-railway official, who

lived at Spring Bank and who always enquired about 'the little darlings'

(our children); 'the communist' (whose name I've forgotten) who built

most of the houses opposite The Chequers and went broke; 
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Above: a cottage interior, showing furniture and ornaments that were
popular in Victorian and Edwardian times and still found in many homes
until about 70 years ago.

Top of previous page: The Walnut Tree, ‘an unruly place, especially on
Saturday nights’, pictured in 1925. Foot of previous page: two views of
Bridge Street, showing Bridge Cottages c. 1955, where the Wood and
Partridge families lived when Alec was a boy, and The Millrace and Hunter’s
Head, built on the site of the cottages in 1963.

Below left: ‘Jimmy’ Wood's workshop in a converted oast house in Salts
Lane, pictured (left) about 100 years ago and (below) in June 2010 when,
now known as Amberidge Oast, it was on sale for £525,000.



Mr Walker, who lived at the bottom of Well Street and worked at

Short Brothers (very 'public school', very broke and always willing, nay

eager, to accept a loan); and our hero, Freddie Farmer, who won a

medal for gallantry when a Chief Petty Officer on HMS Ajax, during

its action at the Battle of the River Plate. 

Another of our fraternity was Freddie Brett, who lived at

the top of the hill. He lost a leg in the First World War and was a

director of Barcham Green's paper mill, where he had worked most

of his life.

Occasionally Mrs Verrall of Salts Place would grace us with

her arrogant presence, which provided us all with some amusement.

We usually left together and made our way home, often through air

raids and gunfire, fortified by the hospitality we had received and

imbibed!

My dad would speak of various features of the village. I

remember Wilson's pond and mill near Salts Place. There used to be

a large pike in the pond and an atmospheric pump which supplied

water to Foster Clark's swimming pool at Boughton Mount. Wilson

owned several mills on the stream. Above the pond and opposite

Salts Place stands a wooden workshop owned by Jimmy Wood, the

village builder when my father served his seven-year apprenticeship

there as a carpenter and cabinet maker. 

Loose names which were familiar when I was a boy were

Antrum, Apps, Coulter, Giles, Hood, Wolsey and Wood. The Antrums

lived in the stone house at the side of the mill [West Lawn] at the

end of The Brooks. Mrs Coulter kept the churchyard tidy: a lovely old

lady who looked like a witch! Mrs Wolsey lived in the red brick

Georgian house [Vale House] opposite the Chequers near the

Viaduct. 

The McAlpines lived at the side of the viaduct in the Linton

Road. Mrs [sic] McAlpine was regularly driven, clad in her finery,

through the village in her coach drawn by two black horses.

I remember a tannery along The Brooks, and when I was

very young I would be taken for a walk to Old Loose Court. We

went up Penfold Hill and eventually reached the bottom of The

Lancet [then a path, now Lancet Lane]. There were orchards on

either side and no houses, except near Old Loose Court Farm. The

path through the grounds of Old Loose Court was flanked by a high

iron-railed fence and I was lifted up to see the peacocks. 

This path, after reaching Cripple Street, continued through

the hedges, past Hayle Place (later to become the home of Harry

Clark, brother of George Foster Clark of custard powder and jelly

fame), past the Quarries, down to Hayle Road and on into Maidstone.

My father walked this way to work in King Street, carrying his

carpentry tools on his back, and home again at night. Work started at

8am and finished at 5.30pm - a long day and a long walk. 

As a boy, my dad had been given the job of delivering letters

before going to school at Boughton Monchelsea. He had to run all

the way to avoid being late. Perhaps he owed his long life to these

physical exertions. Born in 1864, he lived to be 95. 

■ Alec's parents were George Henry ('Harry') Partridge and

Gertrude Lilian (née Graham). They lived in Loose until about 1910

and subsequently in Union Street, Maidstone and Lancet Lane. Alec

was born in 1908 and wrote these reminiscences in 1985, a few

years before he died. 

The 1881 census records that  Neremiah Partridge (Alec's

grandfather), who was born in Buckinghamshire, lived in Church

Cottages, Loose with his wife Matilda and son Henry (16); and that

Edward Wood, his wife Ann, daughter Jane Elizabeth and sons Edward

(a blacksmith) and Harry (a plumber) lived in Bridge Cottages. In

September 1891 Jane Elizabeth Wood married Albert Partridge and

moved next door to her parents in Bridge Street. 

They were still living there in 1901, by which time Jane's

mother, Ann, was a widow. Albert and Jane were Alec Partridge's

uncle and aunt. Albert died in 1941.
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‘Jimmy’ Wood with his wife, Mary Anne and daughter, Jane. At one time he
employed 48 men and four boys in his building and carpentry workshops
on the corner of Mill Street and Bridge Street; in Salts Lane; and in
Boughton Monchelsea.



My earliest memories must be of the old farmhouse at Bockingford

and of my father Ted’s farm (writes Tom Sankey). The house was

built in the 18th century with Victorian additions - five bedrooms,

four living rooms with a large larder, and a large three-roomed cellar.

The larder was at one time a meal room for the farm workmen. It

was a mixed farm, but predominately a dairy farm. The milk produced

was sold locally.

The farm had a stable for up to four horses and a room to

clean the harnesses, with a fire so the waggoner could live there and

look after the horses during the night. I remember there being two

large horses - shires or punches - for ploughing and pulling large

carts, and a pony for the smaller four-wheeled cart. 

During the war the large horses were replaced by a

Fordson tractor. The farm was compact with the various buildings -

pigsties, calves sheds with

pens for sheep and chicken,

grouped on one side of the

farmyard. The animal food

was prepared in a shed

called the meal house,

adjacent to the oast house

and kiln.

The farm was

owned in three sections.

Firstly, the farmhouse and

buildings with surrounding

fields to the west up to

Stockett Lane and south,

including the Loose valley,

from Bockingford Mill and

the Bockingford Arms, to Great Ivy Mill - all owned by Mr Harry

Clark (of Foster-Clark) of Hayle Place. Secondly, the parkland around

Hayle Place and up to Postley Quarries was rented only for grazing.

Thirdly, two fields to the north of the farm buildings were rented

from Lord Romney. A third field adjoined on the north side, which

Mr Rouse (a farmer), also rented from him. 

Adjacent to the Bockingford Arms, the yard and old stables

were used as a motor repair garage by a Mr 'Taffy' Jones. He built a

small racing car, which was going to beat all speed records - or so he

said! It had two synchronised engines, but I don't think they

synchronised and no record was broken!

A large cobnut plantation (also owned by Lord Romney),

on the north side of Cripple Street, was built on in the 1960s,

extending down to the newer large housing estate below. This estate

extends from Cripple Street

north to Hayle Place lodge

gate along the bridle path to

Postley, then east to the

rear of Loose Road houses.

The farmhouse was left

untouched, except for the

front and rear gardens

which were reduced in size. 

The farmhouse

can now only be accessed

through the new housing

estate and only to the rear

door of the house, whilst

the front door is accessed

only from the bridle path! 

From the grass roots of the Loose Valley 
to Rootes of Maidstone
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Bockingford Farmhouse and (inset) Tom Sankey.



A row of seven cottages was

demolished on the corner of Cripple Street

and the bridle path. They were all wood and

didn't resist demolition! The tenants were

the Homewood family on the corner; Miss

Branson; Mr and Mrs Perriman; Bert

Edwards; Mr and Mrs Messenger; one

unknown tenant, and Mr and Mrs Ernest

Wickens. Ernest was my father's van driver

and milkman.  

The entrance to the housing estate

covers the drinking water well, from which

we all had to wind up the water bucket and

then fill our buckets, which we took to and

fro on a shoulder yoke. Shernold Farmhouse

on the south side of Cripple Street also had

a well. Both wells were condemned in the

early 1940s and mains water was piped

down from the Loose Road.  

The farm had a large 10-acre

arable field to the south side of Cripple

Street, bordered on the upper east side by

the Loose to Postley bridle path and on the

south side by Major Thomas's farm. In the

1930s it all had to be cultivated by 'horse

power', together with much hand hoeing,

lifting of root crops (mangold wurzels),

cutting kale and maize.

The field was increased during the

Second World War by ploughing up

grassland on the west down to the hedge

bordering the top of Loose Valley. Part of

Hayle Place parkland grazing was ploughed

up for wheat and barley crops.

My father had a herd of over 50

cows plus calves and two bulls. The herd

initially comprised Shorthorn and Friesians

but was supplemented at the end of the

1920s by Guernsey and Jersey cows bought

from the West Country. These produced

lovely rich creamy milk; most attractive and

good for the children. The large cowshed

was modified so that the cows were

separated from the food preparation and

storage. 

A large partition and the floor and

gullies were modified to provide a clean

environment. As a result the 'authorities'

awarded my father a certificate to sell the

milk 'Accredited A'.  The herd was also

'Tuberculin Tested'. So the herd produced

top quality milk, very forward for the 1920s

and 1930s.

The milking cows were driven

twice a day to the large cattleshed. Each cow

knew its place and had its own ration of

food in the manger. The amount of food with

vitamins depended on its milk yield and,

both were recorded. The cows were milked

by hand and the buckets were made to

prevent dust from the cows getting into the

milk.

The milk was taken from the

cowshed to the dairy which was part of the

oast house, where it was filtered and cooled

before being bottled or put into churns.

Some was made into cream by a hand

operated separator. Adjacent to the dairy

there was a washhouse with a boiler to

supply hot water to wash the returned milk

bottles and various utensils and buckets,

which were then placed in a steam chest and

sterilised. 

The large oast and kiln housed two

semi-circular tanks which were reservoirs

for water pumped up from the Loose River

at Bockingford. The overflow from these

tanks was piped to a tank in a nearby field

for the cows to drink, and the overflow from

this found its own way back to the Loose

River!

Due to the popularity of my

father's Guernsey milk he had to

supplement it from other sources, i.e. Linton

Park and farms near Staplehurst, and in

some cases buy milk from South Eastern

Farmers at Matfield in Sussex. This came by

train and had to be collected from

Maidstone West station in the evenings. 

You ought to have seen the

porters wheeling two churns at the same

time along the platforms! This milk had to be

bottled ready for distribution in the

morning.  

In 1940 when the Battle of Britain

was at its height I often had to duck into a

customer's air-raid shelter to escape bullets

from the fighters overhead. Life went on!

Of course my help was minimal,

delivering milk to the local large houses -

Hayle Place and Hayle Cottage (which by

the way had a butler named Mr Butt!) - to

Abbeygate Farm across the valley, by fairy

cycle! Walter Bartlett was the farmer and

his wife Gertie was a teacher at Loose

School.

I had fun playing around the farm

buildings (see 'Loose Threads 11' page 23)

with my brother Alan and Joe Barker, who

lived on Loose Road opposite the Swan Inn.

His house was named Timbuktu and his

father was a relation of Levi Barker of

Shernold House. His mother was a daughter

of the Harnetts, who had a garden nursery

at Bearsted. 

We played dangerously, though at

the time it did not seem like that, making

tunnels and dens in the hay and straw bales

stowed in the large hay barn.  

My life on the farm, apart from

playing with friends, was to help with the

young livestock. A local sheep farmer who at

times had orphan lambs (the ewes died

giving birth) gave me a lamb nearly every

year to bring up until it was old enough to

go to the slaughter house. 

I was responsible for rearing

piglets and keeping the sties clean - not a

pleasant job. I helped with the young heifer

calves, feeding them with milk from the

bucket using my finger like a cow's teat.

Water for cleaning, toilets, cooling

milk and livestock drinking was pumped by a

hydraulic ram adjacent to Bockingford Mill

pond up to two large tanks in the farm oast

house. 

The water was also piped to Hayle

Place and Hayle Cottage for watering the

large gardens and for general use. Drinking

water was provided from wells within the

houses. The inlet water pipe to the ram had

a large sieve in the pond and it was kept

clean by tenants of the mill house, Mr and

Mrs Esland; he had a greengrocery business,

operating a horse drawn van from the

bottom of his garden with access across the

field to the road leading to Tovil.

There are various springs at the

southern end of this part of the Valley. One

spring near Great Ivy Mill and the 39 Steps

that lead up to Loose Court had its water

piped to Hayle Mill and was used until mains

supply was laid on to the valley mills and

houses.

Along this lower section of the

Loose Valley, in the space of less than a mile,

Top of page: Ted and Ethel Sankey at Oxen
Hoath, Heath Road, in 1957. Above: handling
milk churns at a railway station in the 1930s.
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there were six mills: Great Ivy, Bockingford,

Hayle, Upper Crisbrook, Lower Crisbrook

and Straw Mill. When I lived at Bockingford

Farm from 1924 until 1945 only Hayle Mill

and Straw Mills were operational, mainly in

the paper industry. Below Upper Crisbrook

Mill a path led off to Mount Ararat on the

eastern side, opposite The Godlands. 

Along this path by the pond were

cottages in which Hayle Mill employees

lived, one being Mr and Mrs Langley who

made lovely cottage loaves. I nearly always

sampled a small one when delivering their

milk.

The farm's grazing fields and fruit

orchards extended along both sides of the

Loose Valley from Bockingford to Great Ivy

Mill. One day in 1940, whilst picking fruit

above Bockingford, German aircraft flew

overhead on their way to bomb Detling

aerodrome. I saw huge palls of smoke when

the bombs were dropped, causing many

casualties there.  

When I started work at Rootes

Ltd in Maidstone I cycled there along the

bridle path from the farm to Postley Road.

Unknown to me, after an attempt to bomb

the mills in Tovil, I found that I had run over

an unexploded bomb adjacent to Hayle

Place lodge gate. 

I never realized, although I worked

there, that one of the Rootes brothers was

born in Lancet Lane (see 'Loose Threads 8').

My connection with Rootes was

tied up with two other persons - Freddy

Randall who lived in Loose Road, south of

Norrington Road, and Stanley Buss who

lived in Busbridge Road.  Both were

managers of the Body Production

Department. This occupied all the rear of

the present main repair building on land

partly occupied by Harrisons Seed

merchants; an old mill building at the rear of

the High Street, and an old showroom

bordering the car park.  

During the war the upper floor of

the main new building was taken over for

construction of vehicles for specialized use

by the army. 

One such form of vehicles (five

trailers) was used not only to transport

parachutes and containers but also to dry

the parachutes and repack and store them.

On many days we had to work throughout

the night to meet deadlines.

Although I was no more than an

apprentice, aged 19, I was working and

running the large drawing office. This was a

reserved occupation. However my father,

being an old soldier and Home Guard,

wanted me to join the forces and this I did,

volunteering for the RAF in June 1943. 

I was demobbed in 1945 to carry

on working at Rootes until I retired in 1983.

I still correspond with Ernie Lloyd, who lived

in Coxheath and managed the stores. I

became department manager and sales

manager, producing motorized caravans.

I had married Doreen Hastie in June 1945 at

Loose church whilst I was in the RAF. I shall

never forget walking the mile along the

bridle path from the farm to the church with

my cousin John Fairman and my brother

Alan, rehearsing the ceremony all the way. It

was a lovely sunny June 2. 

The reception was held at

Herbert's Café in Bank Street, Maidstone.

Part of the cake was cardboard due to sugar

being rationed. We were allowed only 40

guests!

After Doreen and I married we

lived with her family in Hubbard's Lane.

In 1946 Doreen's father helped us

to obtain a bungalow named Mamre, in

Linton Road, opposite Herts Farm, where

Derek Pantony's father and mother lived.

This is where the main road to Hastings was

realigned and a service road provided -

which in fact was the old main road.

We used to be woken up in the

morning by heavy lorries changing gear,

coming up the hill. We even had steam

brewery lorries from Style and Winch

passing on their way to Hastings. 

Doreen and I lived there for 12

years, during which time we had two

daughters - Pauline and Linda - plus a cat and

a dog, which with a lovely garden was our

paradise!

Doreen's father died in 1957 so we

moved into East View on Hubbard's Lane to

look after Doreen's mother. Also, we were

next door to my brother Alan, now married

to Brenda, Doreen's sister.  

After we moved there Cornwallis

School was built. The playing fields were

extended by the purchase of smallholding

fields that extended from the rear of the

garden of East View down alongside the rear

of the gardens in Salts Avenue and down to

the rear of the houses in Linton Road. Of

course the old school building has now been

replaced.

After my retirement from Rootes

in 1983 we moved to Albrighton in

Shropshire (near to RAF Cosford).  We

bought a Health and Herbal Store in the

village and enjoyed 5 years dispensing

various remedies to help keep the local

population healthy the natural way!

From top of page: Ethel Sankey at Mamre,
Linton Road, with the Hastie sisters Doreen
(centre), who married Tom and Brenda, who
married Tom’s brother Alan; newly-weds Tom and
Doreen at Mamre in 1945; Tom and Doreen in
2000.
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My grandfather, Louis Harold Startup

[pictured above] was born in 1894 in Jefferies

Cottage, Hunton (writes Lesley Bartlett).
He lived there with his siblings until about

1898. Sadly his mother Harriett (née

Coulter) died when he was only two and his

father, George, went into the Maidstone

Union Workhouse at Coxheath with cancer,

dying there in 1900.

Harriet's mother, Ellen Coulter, was

by 1891 living at The Quarries, Loose. My

grandfather and his siblings are found

recorded in the 1901 census living there with

her and their uncles and aunt - these being

George Henry Coulter (b.1873), a stone

quarryman, married to Harriett Bishenden;

William Spencer Coulter (b.1871), married

to Clara Theresa Goldsmith; Albert James

Coulter (b.1881), married to Annie

Thornycroft, and Edith Ellen Coulter

(b.1886), married to Frederick Baker. 

Rough times were to hit the family

again when Louis's grandmother became ill

and had to put him and his brother George

and sister Annie into the workhouse on April

1 1902.

Ellen herself later entered the

workhouse in July 1906 and died in July 1907.

Luckily Louis, George and Annie

were boarded out on May 14 1902 with a

Mrs Humphrey of Ivy Cottage, Tonbridge

Road, but my grandfather Louis was returned

to the workhouse six months later and then

boarded out with a Mrs Smith of East

Farleigh.

My biggest obstacle was to find out

where my great grandfather, George Startup

and my 2x great grandparents, Ellen and

James Samuel Coulter, were buried. They all

died in the Workhouse but everyone I asked

told me that they were never buried in the

workhouse grounds.

After months of talking to different

societies and forums I went to the KCC

Archives in Maidstone where I found all

three burials in the workhouse records.

Having found this information I was still told

by the archivist that they wouldn't be buried

in the workhouse grounds, so I then

searched all the burial records for the

surrounding graveyards in the area, to no

avail.

I actually thought they would be

buried in the workhouse grounds as that was

where the records were held and people

don't usually have two burial records. 

I then searched some old maps

'Exploring Kent's Past' (1871-1890 and 1897-

1900) on the Kent County Council website

for the Workhouse area and low and behold,

on two different maps, I found the graveyards

marked. I now believe this to be right. It took

many months of doubt before I could finally

prove to my satisfaction that what I believed

was correct.

I was extremely interested in the

article about 'The Forgotten Burial Ground'

in Stockett Lane ('Loose Threads 12', page

27). The two maps I found (one of which is

pictured right) indicate that there was

another graveyard associated with the

workhouse before the chapel was built, and

that it still existed after the chapel (now Holy

Trinity Church) was built.

I would love to contact any of my

grandfather's siblings' families or his uncles,

descendants in the Coulter line, as I have

never been able to find a connection to

exchange photos and stories, especially

about Annie Sophie, as it took me many

certificates to find out who she married. 

Grandfather's siblings are Charles

Robert Startup (b.1886), a butcher

journeyman in 1911, married to Edith Grace

Moon; George Thomas (b.1889),  a musician

in the Royal Marines band at HMS King

Alfred, Torquay; and Annie Sophie (b.1891)

who married Charlie Broad in 1915 at

Maidstone Register Office and died in

Folkestone in1970. 

Any information on my Coulter or

Startup lines would be greatly appreciated. 

(The burial ground is the open space
at the southern end of Duke of York Way,
Coxheath - Ed.)

Site unknown

I found 'Loose Threads 12' full of facts and

interesting information (writes David
Jones). 

The exact site of the 1771

workhouse (page 24) is not known but is

assumed to be around the Stockett

Lane/Workhouse Lane area, on the site of

the present Forstal Farm. 

It was closed around the end of the

18th century/beginning of the 19th century

through changes in the policy and system of

dealing with the poor, not through being too

small.

There is no evidence that the 1771

workhouse and the 1835 workhouse were

connected in any way and the evidence is to

the contrary, with the first Workhouse

coming to an end following the 1795

Speenham system of dealing with the poor. 

The lease was for only 31 years and

was purchased from Jas. Tapley for £12. The

new workhouse was erected following the

Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 

My late wife, Anne, researched the

history of Coxheath and the Workhouse and

the information is contained in the book,

now out of print, 'Coxheath, a Brief History',

published in June 1994 (available on loan from
the Kent History & Library Centre – Ed.).

‘My ancestors were sent to
Coxheath Workhouse’
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The Loose Valley in winter’s icy grip

Church Street from the entrance to
All Saints’ Churchyard. (Contributed
by Peter Lambert)

Church Street, Loose.

Old Loose Hill.

Bockingford.

Boughton Quarries.

The valley and Busbridge Road in
1995.

Frozen branches and still waters at
Brooks Pond in 1960.

During the coldest winter and spring this century, many of us feared

a repeat of the Big Freeze of 1963. Happily this was not to be.

Temperatures hovered around zero until April but there was less

snow in the Maidstone area than 50 years ago, where a thaw set in

on March 6. These pictures from our archives remind us how Loose

looked in winters past.

Old Mill House and the site of
Gurney’s Mill in 1955.

Loose from the viaduct c. 1960.

Loose Swiss Scouts' campsite in the
Loose Valley in 1968. (Photographed
by Geoffrey Cardew)

From top of page: (1) 1955. A passer-by chats to a man with a
wheelbarrow on snow-clearing duties as a car ventures down Old Loose
Hill. (2) 1963. A bus proceeds cautiously beneath the trolleybus cables
towards Loose Green while a lorry heads towards Maidstone. (3) A slushy
view of Linton Road and Loose Green, where a trolleybus is ready for a
return journey to Maidstone. Buses took over the route in 1967, a few
years after this picture was taken.

The top four pictures were

taken in the 1940s and are from

the ‘Kent Messenger’ War &

Peace Collection of glass plate

negatives. They have been

scanned and restored by

Maidstone Camera Club for

Maidstone Museum’s ‘Out of the

Shadow, into the Light’ project.





Our front cover picture shows Hayle Place, Cripple Street, in 1914, soon after it became

a Voluntary Aid Detachment Hospital for wounded soldiers. The boy standing on the left

is Loose miller’s son Bruce Antrum, one of the Loose Swiss Scouts who chopped wood,

filled coal buckets and ran errands for the staff and patients. Above: Hayle Place today and

a plaque in its entrance hall commemorating the property’s First World War role.

(Contributed by Margaret Chapman)


